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“Quite often when we are attracted to an area, we forget the very reason why we 
made that commitment. Clean air, beaches, bush, small town feel, food, wine 
– the sweet life. Yet so often we then impose change. Create a sameness. Very 
soon it looks like the last place we lived...” 
 
Rural Hamlet Design Handbook, 2009. 
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1. The study
Each place in the Shire of Augusta Margaret River (the Shire) has its own distinct character and lifestyle. In 
order to preserve the things that contribute to each town’s unique character, the Shire is undertaking Character 
Studies to help identify the qualities that define each townsite within the region. 

The Character Studies will provide an overview of the spatial, interactive and experiential elements that 
contribute positively to the character of a place and are tangible reminders of townsite history and heritage. 
The outcomes of the Character Studies will form the basis of future planning controls and strategic direction for 
Shire projects to ensure they are sensitive to the individual character of the Shire’s townsites. 

As part of the above program, urban design and heritage consultants from element were appointed to assist the 
Shire with undertaking the Character Studies for the Witchliffe and Augusta Townsites. 

This Character Study Report focuses on the Augusta townsite and is divided into four chapters. Chapter 1 
details the background, approach and intent of the project. Chapter 2 provides details on the place, including 
its history and heritage, current uses and activity. Chapter 3 presents the findings of the character analysis and 
provides a breakdown of the key elements which contribute to Augusta’s character. Chapter 4 concludes the 
report with a summary of key recommendations to inform future planning controls and the strategic direction for 
the growth of the townsite. 

Diagram 1: Report Structure
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Figure 1. Shire of Augusta Margaret River Townsites
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1.1.1 STRATEGIC CONTEXT
The Augusta Character Study forms part of a larger body of strategic work being undertaken by the Shire. The following tables demonstrate the 
strategic context and the Shire’s commitment towards managing and protecting the established character and identity of townsites within the region.

Delivering our Strategic Community Plan 2040

Focus Area: Place

Community Vision: In 2040, Augusta Margaret River will be a region where towns and villages and special places are recognised for their diversity and unique character and 
cared for in a way which sees them thrive in an environmental and agricultural context. 

Shire role: We will responsibly grow and develop vibrant, sustainable places which maintain their distinctive country character and which supports a local economy that is 
resilient, equitable and sustainable.

Shire commitment: All townsites in the Shire will have their own Place Strategy by 2030. 

Strategy PL.1.2: Facilitate and advocate for agreed urban design parameters for public places within the community which improve vibrancy and are reflective of the values and 
character of each place. 

Delivering our Local Planning Strategy 2036

Strategic Theme: Heritage, Character and Design

Objective: ‘Development within the Shire should preserve and celebrate those elements of the built and natural environment that are of cultural heritage significance to local 
Wadandi people and are representative of the special character and heritage of the Shire. The Shire will guard against inappropriate development of visually sensitive sites and 
inappropriate development within town and village centres.’

Response Area - Preservation of Character and Heritage: Recognise those places that are of historic value and are representative of the unique character of the Shire, and 
ensure they remain to reinforce sense of place and can be enjoyed by future generations.

Response Area – Built form: Ensure that new, larger-scale development within our town and village centres is of a high design standard that contributes to the streetscape and 
sense of place. 

Response Area – Local Character: Promote new development that is sympathetic to the existing built form and character of town centres.

1.1 PROJECT BACKGROUND AND 
STRATEGIC CONTEXT

The Shire’s annual population growth rate of 2.6 per cent is one of the 
highest in the State. As of 2018, the Shire had an estimated population 
of 15,700. This figure is expected to increase to over 25,000 people by 
the year 2036. With an increasing population comes the need to provide 
adequate housing in an orderly and sustainable manner, which ensures 
the region’s natural assets and valued landscapes are protected and 
enhanced. 

Developed alongside an extensive community engagement process 
in 2018, the Shire’s recently endorsed Strategic Community Plan 
2040 (2021) (Community Plan) and Local Planning Strategy 2036 
(2022) (Planning Strategy) outline the strategic framework for future 
housing and development within the Shire. A key strategic focus area 
for both of these strategies is to encourage urban consolidation and 
infill to minimise the removal of existing bushland and vegetation for 
subdivision and development purposes. However, as seen frequently in 
the Perth Metropolitan Area, and in some cases in the Shire, conventional 
approaches to urban infill can lead to development outcomes that are not 
sympathetic to established character, and result in poor liveability levels, 
such as limited north orientation, small garden spaces and the removal 
of mature trees. For these reasons, townsite growth consequently has 
the potential to diminish the established character of smaller towns and 
villages and detract from their unique appeal to residents and tourists. 
These undesirable outcomes often discourage people from supporting 
urban infill, which is otherwise crucial in housing the Shire’s growing 
population in a more sustainable manner.  

As a response, a major strategic focus area for the Shire is to ensure 
future townsite and urban growth over the next 20 years is managed and 
delivered in a way that is appropriate and sympathetic to the existing 
character and heritage of the locality. Under the Community Plan, this 
strategy includes the preparation of a ‘Place Plan’ for each townsite 
within the Shire. The purpose of the future Place Plans is to articulate 
each locality’s ‘place’ story; its authentic and defining characteristics 
which contribute to a unique point of difference, as well as provide a 
roadmap to guide future investment and projects to ensure they are 
appropriate to the locality.

Before the preparation of a Place Plan can commence for Augusta, it is 
important the character of the locality is properly understood. This report 
has been prepared to better understand the existing character of Augusta 
and to identify the spatial, interactive and experiential elements which 
should be embraced and respected as part of the future Place Plan, or any 
other Shire project, planning policy, or local development for Augusta. 
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1.1.2 THE STUDY AREA
The study area for this report, as identified in figure 2, primarily includes 
the residential and commercial properties located along Blackwood 
Avenue and Ellis Street, including the portion of crown reserved land at 
the Ellis Street Jetty. Further detail on the study area context is provided 
in section 2.1 of this report.

Whilst the Character Study focusses on the defined site as outlined 
above, character elements outside of this study area have also been 
considered and recognised as important contributing factors to 
Augusta’s character. As such, this Character Study also considers 
external factors including the boarder contextual features of Augusta, 
travel patterns and users, and the initial community consultation 
outcomes from the Shire’s Character Study local survey.
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Figure 2. Augusta Study Area Map
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1.2 WHAT IS ‘CHARACTER’?
Character is central to identity, uniqueness and sense of place, providing the physical and visual elements that both 
residents and visitors can identify with. 

The character of an area is expressed through both tangible and intangible elements which contribute to our perceptions 
about a place. Tangible elements include the form of buildings, which often convey the age and history of an area, and 
their relationship to topography, landscape, open space, streetscape, land use and activity. Intangible elements, which 
are intrinsically more difficult to measure, refer to the personality and ‘heartbeat’ of a place, which is made up from the 
people who live, work and recreate there. Different combinations of these tangible and intangible factors help create local 
distinctiveness and character. It is these characteristics and the community’s positive collective memory that help people 
feel connected to a place and foster a sense of community ownership. 

The recognition and protection of a place’s local character and distinctiveness is an important part of the planning 
agenda particularly as densities and population growth increase. A development that responds sensitively to its context 
and an established character is likely to be better accepted by the existing community and can enhance the area’s sense 
of place and value. 

The importance of responding to local character is identified in Design Principle #1 ‘Context and Character’ under State 
Planning Policy 7.0 Design of the Built Environment (SPP 7.0). The following is an extract from SPP 7.0 which helps define 
what is ‘Context and Character ‘and the characteristics which may contribute to it.

‘Good Design responds to and enhances the distinctive characteristics of a local area, contributing to a sense of 
place’

‘The distinctive characteristics of a local area include its prominent natural and built features, social, economic 
and environmental conditions, the overall qualities of its built environment, local Aboriginal culture and history and 
significant post-settlement heritage. Successful places are distinctive and memorable, with a character that people 
can appreciate easily.’

SPP 7.0 Schedule 1 – Design Principles pg.8

State Planning Policy 3.5 Historic Heritage Conservation (SPP3.5) further assists in identifying how good design should 
respond to urban character and forms a helpful introduction into identifying the elements which contribute to urban 
character, and provides a helpful distinction between what is often perceived as character, but is rather solely heritage. 

“It is important to distinguish between “historic heritage significance” and “urban or neighbourhood character. 
Not all areas of urban or neighbourhood character have a level of historic heritage significance which warrants 
protection.’

‘Urban character is essentially identified by built form and age, topography, open space, streetscape, land use and 
activity, and all areas exhibit some form of urban character.’ 

SPP3.5 pg.2480

 Respecting character does not mean that change should be prevented, nor does it intend to result in the replication of 
the character of existing built form. New design should respond to its context through an understanding and informed 
analysis of its character and quality. This includes responding to elements such as the urban grain, existing patterns of 
development, important views, scale, materialities and landscaping.

For the purposes of this project, character has been broken into spatial, interactive and experiential components, 
which collectively contribute to the character of Augusta. These components are summarised in Diagram 2 –
Components which make up the character of a place. 

SPATIAL

COMPONENTS 
WHICH MAKE UP 
THE CHARACTER 

OF A PLACE

EXPERIENTIAL

The physical 
elements of the 

landscape, both built 
and natural that 
contribute to the 

character of a place.

INTERACTIVE
The way people 

interact with, move 
through and linger 

in a place. 

Intangible elements that contribute 
to the ‘character’ of the place.

Diagram 2: Components which make up the character of a place
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1.3 METHODOLOGY AND APPROACH

1.3.1 METHODOLOGY
To prepare the character study, a range of tasks were undertaken by the 
consultant team and the Shire to properly understand the study area, its 
local values, and the distinct character and identity of the townsite. The 
methodology for the project is summarised in Diagram 3 with further 
explanation on the approach provided in the section following.

1.3.2 DESKTOP RESEARCH ANALYSIS
The project began with an in-depth desktop analysis of the study area to 
gain background context and understanding prior to undertaking a site 
visit. This stage was broken into the following tasks:

• Undertake a high-level document review to gain an understanding of 
the project’s history, strategic context, and identify any key previous 
or current strategic, statutory or policy measures which may have 
contributed to the study areas character and identity (refer Appendix 
A and section 2.1 and 2.2 of this report); 

• Undertake a desktop analysis of the site, identifying and mapping 
physical elements which might contribute to the character of the 
locality, such as heritage places, points of interest, street block 
patterns (cadastre), building footprints and street setbacks (refer to 
section 2.1 of this report); and

• Using human movement data obtained from a third party, undertake 
people movement, dwell time, visitor origin and pathing analysis. 
This information is used to understand how people utilise and move 
around the townsite, where the main points of activity are, where 
people visiting the townsite are travelling from, and when the peak 
and off-peak periods are occurring on an annual, week and day-time 
basis (refer to section 2.3 of this report). 

DESKTOP RESEARCH & ANALYSIS

PREPARE CHARACTER CRITERIA FRAMEWORK

COMMUNITY CONSULTATION SURVEY 
(UNDERTAKEN BY THE SHIRE)

DRAFT CHARACTER STUDY REPORT FOR DRAFT ISSUE MAY 2022

FINAL CHARACTER STUDY REPORT

SITE VISIT

• Document review 
• Study area spatial analysis 
• Human movement data analysis

• Identify relevant character criteria to measure (based on document review and spatial analysis, and human movement data findings) 
• Identify relevant activity types and focus areas to observe on site visit (based on human movement data analysis findings) 
• Build ESRI Survey123 and FieldMaps forms with character criteria framework

• Promote survey to Augusta residents and 
landowners 

• Live online survey period between 14 March 
– 4 April 2022

• Combine site visit and community consultation findings and identify key character elements and qualities of the town  
(spatial, interactive and experiential) 

• Present summary of project, character analysis and key character themes and recommendations in report for community advertisement 

• Take on feedback and finalise report in June 2022 

• Absorb the local character and collect the necessary data by spending ‘time in place’ (4 day 
site visit period including two working days and a weekend) 

• Ground truth and confirm the findings from the desktop research and analysis 
• Assess the buildings, public realm, movement patterns, and activities, recording live GIS 

findings using the ESRI Survey 123 app 
• Conduct quick, ad-hoc intercept conversations with the shop keepers and people in the town 

Diagram 3: Character Study Methodology
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1.3.3 AUGUSTA CHARACTER AREA LOCAL SURVEY
To help inform the spatial, interactive and experiential components 
of the Character Study, the Shire distributed a survey to the Augusta 
community to ask what built and natural elements the community 
thought contributed to the character of Augusta. The survey was 
distributed the following ways:

• Letters sent to the residents within the study area (refer to figure 2);

• Emails sent to the town’s key interest groups and stakeholders;

• Prompted on the Shire’s Facebook page;

• Advertised in the Augusta Margaret River Times and in the Pelican 
Post; and 

• Advertised on the Shire’s ‘Your Say’ page. 

The consultation period ran between the 14 March – 4 April 2022, 
with residents asked to answer the following two questions, or provide 
information on an interactive map on the Shire’s ‘Your Say’ page. 

A total of 27 survey responses were received, with 21 locations identified 

What built or natural features do you feel 
represent Augusta’s unique character?

(e.g. Built features are things like buildings, 
landscaping materials, colours, public artworks, 
fencing, street furniture, etc)

(e.g., Natural features are things 
like plant species, landscaping 
themes, established trees, etc). 

1.3.4 CHARACTER CRITERIA FRAMEWORK
Building on the site information and data collected in the desktop 
research analysis, a character criteria framework was developed to 
help quantify, document and understand the character of Augusta, its 
uniqueness, identity and sense of place. The character criteria framework 
included separate assessments for individual lots / buildings and for 
the broader study area / public realm. The assessment included both 
quantitative measurements of character and qualitative observations, 
with the quantitative measurements helping provide the ‘evidence’ 
for the observations and interpretations of character that are more 
intangible. Diagram 4 summarises the character elements used in the 
character criteria framework.  

The character criteria framework developed for Augusta was built into 
the ESRI Survey123 app to digitally record the character assessment for 
individual lots/buildings during the site visit. The ESRI FieldMaps app 
was also used to denote other character features within the public realm/
broader study area. All data recorded during the site visit was synced to 
a GIS database.

on the interactive map. The findings from the consultation were used to 
inform the Augusta character analysis (refer to section 3.1 of this report) 
and assist in defining Augusta’s key character elements, its uniqueness, 
identity, and positive sense of place (refer to section 3.2 of this report). 

A summary of the consultation outcomes is provided in Appendix B of 
this report.

1.3.5 SPENDING ‘TIME IN PLACE’
Visiting and spending time within the study area and its surroundings is 
an essential component of the character study process. Some aspects of 
the analysis can be measured and factually recorded (i.e., the assessment 
of individual lots and buildings), but others are about the experience of 
the site, the local culture, activities and rituals, an interpretation of the 
impact that it has on all the senses, and how these contribute to sense of 
place and identity. 

Building upon the findings from the desktop analysis, the project team 
spent two working days and a weekend (Friday to Monday) conducting 
a site visit across the study area. (This time period also included time 
spent in Witchcliffe undertaking a similar character assessment.) This 
enabled the project team to spend ‘time in place’, further absorb the 
local character, collect the necessary data for character criteria analysis, 
as well as ground-truth (confirm or challenge on the site) the findings 
from the desktop study. The following provides a summary of the tasks 
undertaken during the site visit: 

• An assessment of individual buildings / lots, the public realm and 
activities within each study area, using ESRI Survey123 and FieldMaps 
app to digitally record the data (as explained in section 1.3.4 above);

• Observe movement patterns and activities within and to and from 
the study area, focusing on spaces and areas from the desktop 
people movement analysis (as explained in section 1.3.2 above), to 
understand why some movement patterns and activities are occurring 
and how, confirming and building upon the initial findings; and,

• Conduct quick, ad-hoc intercept conversations with business 
proprietors and people in town to layer in experiential findings in-
between the above tasks. 

What types of things do you typically 
do in Augusta’s town centre?

(e.g., places you like to sit, gether, visit, or 
things you like to see and do etc). 
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1.4 PROJECT OBJECTIVES AND 
OUTCOMES

The objectives of the character study for Augusta can be summarised as 
follows:

1. Measure and quantify the character of Augusta, capturing the individual 
qualities of places as well as the collective ‘whole’ of the place;

2. Identify and summarise the elements of the existing built form 
that contribute positively to the character of the study area and its 
surroundings; and

3. Provide recommendations to guide the protection of Augusta’s 
character, identity and sense of place.

It is intended that this document will be adopted by the Shire and will provide 
the guidance for the preparation of Place Plans, or other future planning 
documents and development applicable to the Augusta townsite.
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‘Augusta is a unique, friendly, biodiverse coastal town where the bushland meets 
the still waters of the river and the wild ocean, in a landscape of pelicans, the 
water and sky.’
 
Augusta Place Statement - Strategic Community Plan 2040
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2. The place

2.1 STUDY AREA CONTEXT

2.1.1 LOCATION AND CULTURE
Augusta is the most south-westerly town in Western Australia, situated approximately 320 kilometres 
south of Perth and 43 kilometres south of Margaret River. The town centre area is centrally located on 
the intersection of Blackwood Avenue and Elis Street. The town boasts a natural setting, sitting at the 
mouth of the Blackwood River with views along the Hardy Inlet to the west, and significant farm and 
bushland land to the north, south and west. 

The Augusta townsite has an estimated population of 1,254 people as of 2021 and provides a range of 
necessary services and facilities for the immediate and wider community, including a commercial, retail 
town centre; parks and sporting fields; a main street; religious and educational institutions; medical 
facilities; and tourist accommodation. The town is considered a secondary district centre within the 
Shire of Augusta Margaret River and functions as a prominent commercial and retail hub for smaller 
towns, including Molly Island (north-east), Kudardup (north-west) and Augusta East (east) which rely 
on Augusta for commercial and retail purposes (source: Augusta Townsite Strategy 2008). 

Augusta is recognised as a tourist drawcard for the South West region of Western Australia, playing 
a critical supporting role to the ‘Principal Centre’ of Margaret River, within the Leeuwin-Naturaliste 
Region. Tourists visit the town to swim, kitesurf, fish, dive, boat and undertake scenic trips to view 
wildlife along the Blackwood River and Hamelin Bay. As a result, the town has a much lower occupancy 
rate when compared to other key townsites within the Shire, at approximately 52%, and a higher-than-
average proportion of secondary dwellings. This is coupled with a unique population demographic, 
where 52% of the population is over the age of 60.  

Figure 3. Augusta local context map
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2.1.5 PLANNED TOWNSITE EXPANSION AND FUTURE 
LAND USES 

Augusta has historically experienced lower rates of population growth 
when compared to other towns in the Shire such as Margaret River 
and Cowaramup. As identified in the Shire’s Local Planning Strategy, 
the annual average growth rate for Augusta was 0.7%, with consecutive 
census counts (2006 and 2011) having a negative growth rate. 
However, population estimates from 2018, coupled with the commercial 
opportunities associated with the redevelopment of the Augusta 
Harbour and its surrounding tourism precinct, has seen a slight increase 
in population over recent years. It is expected these commercial 
opportunities, and Augusta’s lifestyle appeal to the large baby boomer 
generation, will likely contribute to continued moderate growth over the 
next 10-15 years. 

There are currently two significant parcels of land located west 
of Augusta’s townsite which are zoned and structure planned for 
development. Endorsed in 2010, approximately 75% of Growth Area 1 
has been built. However, due to slow demand, coupled with now non-
contemporary design methodologies, it is likely the Structure Plan 
approved for Growth Area 2 will soon cease to be valid, and will require 
review. As demonstrated in Table 1 below and Figure 3, affordable/aged 
persons accommodation is intended to be developed in the medium term 
on land immediately adjacent to the town centre.  

Table 1. Augusta Urban Growth Areas (Local Planning Strategy 2036) 

Urban 
Growth Area

Land uses Estimated 
lot yield

Development 
timeframe

A1 - Current Residential R5 – R30, Parks and 
Recreation

296 Short term

A2 - Current Residential R20 – R40, Parks 
and Recreation, Civic Use

615 Long term

A3 - Future Residential R5 – R25, Parks and 
Recreation, Civic Use

69 Long term

A4 - Future Affordable/aged persons 
accommodation development

50 Medium term

2.1.3 LAND USES AND ZONING
Augusta’s main street (Bussell Highway / Blackwood Avenue) is a typical 
commercial strip development for a regional town which contains services 
and buildings from various periods. The ‘centre’ of the townsite stems 
from the intersection of Blackwood Avenue and Ellis Street. There are 
approximately 93 lots surrounding this intersection which are zoned ‘Town 
Centre’ under the Shire’s Local Planning Scheme No.1 (LPS1) (refer to 
figure 4). A significant portion of the Town Centre zoned area is located 
within the study area, and contains a mix of land uses including service, 
commercial, community, tourism and residential. The Town Centre zone 
also contains some of the most significant land holdings and developments 
of the town, including the local IGA, the Lumen Christi Catholic Church, the 
BP service station and the Augusta Hotel. A number of cafés, local crafts 
and gift shops are also prominent along the main street. 

Low to medium density residential land and development is provided on 
both ends of the main street. Medium density R40 lots are located on the 
north-western end of the study area, with lower density R15 lots located to 
the north-east. 

Other land use zones within the study area includes land zoned for Public 
Purposes (the Augusta Historical Museum), Parks and Recreation (includes 
the Ellis Street Jetty), Tourism (includes holiday accommodation), and 
Highways and Main Roads (includes the northern portion of the main 
street/highway (Bussell Highway) before the Ellis Street intersection  

2.1.4 HERITAGE BUILDINGS
There are very few remnants of built historical character within the 
Augusta townsite. Although very important to the heritage of the 
locality, the Augusta Hotel (built in 1912) retains little authenticity due 
to considerable alterations and loss of significant fabric, with the original 
intent and character of the building no longer clearly evident.  

The Shire’s Local Heritage Survey includes two places within the study 
area. These are the Augusta Hotel and the Lumen Christi Catholic 
Church, both of which maintain their original use.. The hotel has 
been assessed as having ‘Considerable’ significance to the local area. 
The church has ‘Some’ significance. Neither place is included in the 
Shire’s statutory Heritage List. The church is a remnant of post-war 
ecclesiastical architecture and the common materials across both places 
include stone, corrugated iron and corrugated steel.

2.1.2 LANDSCAPE AND SETTING
The Augusta Town Centre is uniquely positioned along the Blackwood 
River and Hardy Inlet. The Southern Ocean and the Leeuwin-Naturaliste 
Ridge also form a backdrop for the south and west sections of the 
townsite respectively. 

Established in 1830, Augusta is one of Western Australia’s first colonial 
settlements and the original grid subdivision pattern remains intact, 
with a retained character of low, small-scale buildings. During the 
1890s, the Cape Leeuwin Lighthouse was built, which today remains an 
historic structure that enhances the memorability of the area, whilst also 
maintaining a strong tourism clientele. The Hardy Inlet was and remains a 
popular area for commercial and recreational fishing. The area is serviced 
by major and minor vehicular access routes through the townsite. The 
Bussell Highway, which merges into Blackwood Avenue, is the main 
route, running parallel to the coastline in a north-south direction. The 
retail/commercial centre of Augusta lies at the intersection of Blackwood 
Avenue and Ellis Street.

The siting of Augusta within a natural landscape setting generates high 
tourist and permanent resident potential, however, the significant natural 
vegetation surrounding the townsite limits expansion and development 
potential.

Augusta Character Study Report
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AUGUSTA TOWNSITE STRATEGY 2008

In 2008, the Shire adopted the Augusta Townsite Strategy (Strategy) to provide a vision for Augusta 
and set a series of urban design principles to guide the future development of the town. Summarising 
in general terms, the Strategy encourages the following urban design and planning parameters for 
Augusta:

• Concentration of development within an 800m walkable catchment of the town centre, helping 
improve accessibility to services and amenities for Augusta’s older and more vulnerable population;

• Consolidation of the existing townsite by mix use infill development and intensification of existing 
uses, including tourist related activities and residential in the existing town core;

• Expansion of town into new neighbourhood areas in the form of ‘hamlet villages’ which promote a 
distinctive settlement pattern unique to Augusta, located to the north and north west of the existing 
town;

• Preserving existing vegetation corridors, watercourse buffers and areas of high quality visual 
landscape and developing a network of linked public open spaces; and

• Retaining and reinforcing the existing character and urban structure of the townsite, with careful 
consideration given to its expansion. 

Although the Strategy is now over ten years old, the above recommendations remain contemporary 
and relevant to the town which has seen little investment and change since the adoption of this 
strategy. This Character Study report should consider and build upon the above when providing 
recommendations for the future character and identity of the town.  

Figure 4. Augusta zoning, land uses, heritage, built form and tree canopy coverage analysis map.
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2.2 AUGUSTA: A HISTORY
The Wadandi and Pibulmun people are the traditional owners of the Augusta Margaret River region and have been for more than 50,000 years. Their 
first repeated contact with outsiders was probably with whalers and sealers from America and the eastern settlements of Australia who exploited the 
resources at Flinders Bay and King George Sound from the early 1800s.

After British colonisation of Noongar lands, waters and skies in 1829, some families (including Bussell, Molloy and Turner who are remembered today 
in geographical names) tried to settle in Augusta. However the township failed within twenty years due to inexperience, isolation, the difficulty in 
harvesting the local hardwood timber, and lack of government assistance. Relations with the Wadandi were initially friendly, but hostilities arose due to 
cultural clashes and the exploitation of traditional resources by the colonial settlers. By 1849 they had all left, and the area remained relatively dormant 
for another twenty years (refer to Figure 5. Turner’s 1830 painting).

The exploitation of local hardwood during the 1870s prompted a revival of the Augusta region. By 1882 there were private tram lines and rail systems 
linking the mills of M.C. Davies deep in the forest to jetties at Augusta and Hamelin Bay. The original historic, intact, grid subdivision pattern was 
developed at this time, in anticipation of a large town being populated. The Flinders Bay jetty is today a ruin, a last remnant of this once burgeoning 
industry that sent Western Australian Karri and Jarrah all over the world. 

With increasing local settlement in the district, the Augusta Road Board was gazetted in 1891. Small businesses began to crop up to service the rural 
and forestry communities. The Cape Leeuwin Lighthouse erected in 1896 enabled safer maritime navigation between the colony’s major port at Albany, 
and Fremantle. The lighthouse remains today as an historic structure and tourist attraction.

Following a major storm in July 1900 and changes in the local timber industry, the Hamelin Bay mill was abandoned and the remains of the jetty 
settlement were left to rot away. This left Augusta as a town with no industry and development stalled (refer to Figure 6. Augusta Town Plan 1875 and 
Figure 7. Flinders Bay Jetty, 1905)

Figure 5. Turner’s 1830 painting

Figure 6. Flinders Bay Jetty, 1905

Figure 7. Augusta hotel, 1915

Figure 8. Leeuwin Lighthouse, 1925
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Figure 9. Augusta Town Plan 1875Figure 10. Camping at Augusta, 1930

Focus shifted to tourism. In 1902 the government established the reservation of ocean frontages and caves 
between Capes Naturaliste and Leeuwin as Leeuwin-Naturaliste National Park. With lighthouses at each end, 
and numerous caves to visit, the South West tourism industry began in earnest. Caves Road from Busselton 
to Augusta was made navigable by car in sections, and signs of optimism were illustrated by the opening of 
the Augusta Hotel by the Ellis family in 1912 to cater to tourists.  It was the first licenced hotel in the Augusta 
Margaret River region. 

During the 1920s the Government Tourist and Publicity Bureau offered motor tours to various destinations, 
including the Margaret River Caves and Augusta. When the railway reached Augusta in 1924, the town became 
even more accessible (refer to Figure 8. Augusta hotel, 1915  and Figure 9. Leeuwin Lighthouse, 1925)

Commercial and recreational fishing in the Hardy Inlet was popular, and Augusta became a favoured destination 
for campers, and a location for farmers to establish rudimentary holiday shacks. The Flinders Bay settlement 
is the result. The largely unplanned, original development has resulted in distinctive urban characteristics, 
principally evidenced in the very narrow winding roads, small blocks, and irregular orientation and setbacks. 
House are set amongst native peppermints and other trees, with no landscaping (refer to Figure 10. Camping at 
Augusta, 1930)

The caravan parks and recreation reserves that dominate Augusta today are a formal acknowledgement of this 
desire for a nature-based holiday. Part of creating the tourist destination aesthetic involved the planting of pines, 
a tradition that had been earlier carried out at Cottesloe Beach, Fremantle Esplanade, Rottnest island and other 
‘resort’ destinations across the country.

It was not until the development of the Group Settlement Scheme in the 1920s that Augusta town centre really 
became established. This expansion was reflected in the renaming of the Augusta Road Board as the Augusta 
Margaret River Road Board in 1926. Heritage buildings in Augusta from this era include the former newsagent’s 
store in the centre of town (the general store for W. Ellis), the hall next door (since burnt down), Dingle Dell 
Guest House, Callalup Blackwood, and the former Butcher’s Shop. It is little wonder these buildings have the 
same style; they were all built by a local man, Charles Dahlberg.
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2.3 PEOPLE, ACTIVITY, AND MOVEMENT
This section of the report details the activity and movement patterns of the Augusta 
Study Area using a combination of human movement data and site visit observations. This 
information has been used to inform the experiential and interactive components of the 
Character Study, specifically, the ‘Activity’ character element and associated character criteria 
(refer to Character Criteria Diagram in section 1.3.4 of this report). 

Data used in this section of the report has been derived from aggregated, anonymised mobile 
device tracking information, also known as human movement data. The data is a combined 
pool of latitude-longitude coordinate pairs collected from various applications downloaded to 
smart devices. The data includes location (coordinate) and time/data information, stripped of 
all other identifying information and given a unique identifier code to allow enhanced analytical 
and geospatial insights.

The data that has contributed to the below insights and figures spans three years between 
2019 - 2021 and has been clipped to the Study Area. It includes all people who entered the 
Study Area during this time, that were carrying a smart device and were actively transmitting 
geospatial data. This includes residents that live within the study area, tourists and commercial 
/ business related visitors, but in general excludes children due to lower rates of smart device 
ownership.

Diagram 5. Augusta Town Centre - busiest time of the week using 2021 human movement data Diagram 6. Augusta Town Centre - busiest times of the year using 2021 human movement data
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Figure 11. Augusta activity heat map - Monday to Friday 9am – 12pm Figure 12. Augusta activity heat map - Monday to Friday 12pm – 3pm

Figure 13. Augusta activity heat map - Saturday morning 9pm – 12am Figure 14. Augusta activity heat map - Saturday afternoon 12pm - 3pm

Figure 15. Augusta activity heat map - Sunday morning 9pm – 12am Figure 16. Augusta activity heat map - Sunday afternoon 12pm - 3pm

WEEKDAYS

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

MORNING 9AM-12PM AFTERNOON 12PM-3PM

2.3.1 ANNUAL AND WEEKLY MOVEMENT PATTERNS
According to the data, Augusta experiences its busiest period between mid-December and the 
end of January. Activity also increases between the end of February and the middle of April, mid-
July and mid-September. These windows of increased activity correlate to the school holidays 
with the intensity of activity being higher during the summer holiday periods. (refer to diagrams 5 
and 6).

Augusta’s low activity during the cooler months of the year also correlates with the annual ‘sun-
seeking’ trend often followed by the South-West regions older demographic. This period sees a 
large portion of Augusta’s older resident population travel up-north in mid-May to mid-June, and 
return in the warmer months of late-August to mid-September. 

The human movement analysis also identified Augusta to have highly transient population with 
approximately 95% of the 16,000+ mobile devices identified during the 2019-2021 timeframe 
being linked to a “home” location outside the town. This statistic is not un-common for regional 
towns located on a highway setting which experience a lot of ‘through’ traffic. However, this 
statistic is considered to be unique in the context of Augusta, as the town is essentially the ‘last 
stop’ on both Bussell Highway and Caves Road, meaning those who are visiting are stopping 
there as a destination, and not just commuting through. 

2.3.2 KEY AREAS OF ACTIVITY
Based on the weekly activity heat diagram above (diagram 5), activity mapping, averaged across 
the 3 years of available human movement data, has been undertaken for the following times:

• Weekday mornings 9am – 12pm;

• Weekday afternoons 12pm – 3pm;

• Saturday morning 9am – 12pm;

• Saturday afternoon 12pm - 3pm;

• Sunday morning 9am – 12am; and

• Sunday afternoon 12pm - 3pm.

The following figures (figures 11-16) demonstrate where people most frequently visit during the 
designated time windows. Based on this methodology, the key areas of activity within the study 
area are:

• Augusta BP

• Augusta Bakery and Cafe

• IGA and Deckchair Café

• Augusta Bottlemart

• Augusta Hotel Motel

The above locations were visited during the designated time windows during the site visit and 
confirmed to be the most active spaces in Augusta.

Low activity area

High activity area Study Area
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2.3.3 MOVEMENT ANALYSIS
Using the human movement data acquired for the study, commonly used 
paths within the Augusta townsite are made apparent as well as the more 
popular routes in the surrounding region.

INTERNALLY

Visitors passing through and moving around the Augusta townsite and 
study area are channelled predominantly along Blackwood Avenue. Given 
the direct connection to the end of the Bussell Hwy, this is a natural 
pathway of movement for most people. Movement throughout the study 
area is predominantly in a north-south direction along Blackwood Avenue 
and east-west along Ellis Street, connecting the boat ramp and Ellis 
Street Jetty to the main street (refer to Figure 17).

Figure 17. Human movement data capturing travel on the hardy Inlet
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Figure 18. Commonly used paths and routes in the region around Augusta

EXTERNALLY

Movement around the study area occurs predominantly along Bussell 
Hwy and Caves Road. Smaller local roads such as Skippy Rock Road, 
Leeuwin Road and Hillview Road are also popular according to the data.

Travel to and from Molloy Island can be seen occurring along Fisher 
Road but also via a very strong linkage on the Hardy Inlet, via boat (refer 
to Figure 18). The data indicates a comparatively weak linkage and flow 
of people between the study area and the collection of dwellings in East 
Augusta, as opposed to the much stronger, more obvious connection 
upstream to Molloy Island.

Low activity area

High activity area Study Area
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‘Augusta is a coastal holiday town and regional centre that is the cul-de-sac of the Cape.  It is a 
destination for visitors with hidden stories which underpin a truly unique settlement history, 
but is also an authentic, active, and open community – it’s a place where people want to be.  
Located where the river meets the ocean, its natural setting informs the way of life and is a 
point of difference to be celebrated and expressed through the environment and urban form.’
 
- Augusta Character Study Report: Character Statement
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3. The Character of Augusta

3.1 CHARACTER ANALYSIS - PRIMARY FINDINGS
The following character analysis has been completed based on information obtained from:

• The findings from a review of relevant documents (refer Appendix A and section 2.1 of this report);

• Findings from the human movement analysis (refer section 2.3 of this report);

• The responses to the Shire’s Augusta Character Study survey (refer Appendix B and section 1.3.3 of this 
report); and

• Observations from a 4-day site visit to Augusta in March 2022, and all data recorded in the character criteria 
assessment, which was obtained using the ESRI Survey123 and FieldMaps app (refer section 1.3.5 of this 
report). 

The following character analysis collates the findings from the above research methods, and demonstrates the 
observed character elements of Augusta through photographs taken during the March site visit. The following 
diagram illustrates the methods used to understand and quantify each character element in the Study Area.
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3.1.1 STREETSCAPE

The streetscape is one of the primary settings 
of a place, so by understanding how it comes 
together from all its unique parts, we can 
look at how this contributes to the character 
of a place and how one might feel in that 
environment.

Character element: streetscape

Character component(s): spatial and interactive

Character criteria Analysis and observations Key characteristics

Spaces between the 
buildings

• Buildings are closer together in the central part of the town centre or where shops are grouped.

• Lack of fencing in places (only a third  of lots have a side boundary fence, resulting in undefined 
spaces and a sense of openness.) Side boundary fences are most commonly above eye height and 
made from non-permeable materials such as sheet metal, corrugated fibro and thick hedging. 

• Broader sense of openness outside of the clustering 
of shops

Relationship to the 
street

• Openness to the street, few barriers between the footpath and the entry to buildings. Only a 
quarter of lots in study area have a front boundary fence.

• Front fences are most commonly built at medium height (below eye) or low to the ground (knee 
height or below) and are commonly made from non permeable or moderately permeable materials 
including timber pickets, brick and metal. 

• Front doors of commercial and residential buildings are commonly visible from the street, with 
building entries often highlighted by materials/colours, recessed and/or include a portico. 

• Security shutters and gates on commercial properties create the feeling that the area is unsafe. 

• Buildings address primary street frontage 

• Sense of openness created from lack of/ low form of 
front fences  

• Entry of buildings highlighted in various ways 
enhance connection to the street, 

Setbacks • Clusters of shops have little setback to the street, particularly the more traditional building forms 

• Building lines (and footpath line) are inconsistent across whole street, creating a staggered 
streetscape. 

• Residential buildings were most commonly located in the centre of the lot.

• Commercial premises were often developed to full lot width coverage

• Setbacks typically have low, neat vegetation or lawn, or are used for paving/dining or parking 
areas, resulting in very visible buildings

• 60% of buildings within the study area are setback from the street, with the front setback area 
most commonly used for front gardens (45%), parking (30%) and paving (20%). Some commercial 
storefronts also use the front setback area for seating and dining. 

• The height of buildings relative to the street was varied, with 50% of buildings level with the street, 
43% elevated, and 6% sunken below street level. 

• Town centre presence well defined by reduced 
setback and clustering of shops, creating a sense 
of containment on an otherwise broad and open 
streetscape

• Sense of openness within the streetscape, 
particularly outside of the central core, enhanced by 
large building setbacks, low level buildings, fences 
and vegetation, varied topography and occasional 
views of the inlet.

• Varied building height relative to the street 
demonstrates site responsive design (i.e., building 
appears lower than the street when located to the 
east). 

Light posts blue 
and curved, in a 

beach/coastal style

Street furniture 
present and 

adequately provided 

Street pine trees. enhance 
coastal style

View lines are obstructed in part 
due to topography

Unique planters made from 
consistent materiality adds to 

the character

non-distinctive 
public bench 

types

Public bins 
designed with 
local imagery

Intersection forms 
the ‘centre’ of 

Augsuta

Local materials 
present in streetscape 

amenities
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Some areas of poor 
quality bitumen and 

kerbing

Cream square pavers with a 
red brick border is the most 

common footpath style 

Footpaths are 
wide, allowing easy 

movement

Public toilets present and adequately 
provided - however at times poorly 

signed and imperceptible 

Non-decorative security measures 
creates sense of unwelcomeness 

outside of business hours

Footpaths are 
varied in style

Character element: streetscape

Character component(s): spatial and interactive

Character criteria Analysis and observations Key characteristics

Views and vistas • Dramatic topography from Blackwood Terrace sloping down to the inlet (elevation drops from the north to south end, and from the west 
to the east). 

• Views to the inlet are only captured through cross-streets, it is not well utilised from the main street 

• View of the inlet is emphasised by the location of the main intersection (Blackwood Ave / Ellis St)

• View lines are obstructed in part due to topography, which can make crossing the road more difficult

• Views and vistas to the river and adjacent landscape 
are not celebrated – town turns its back on the river

• The intersection of Bussell Highway, Ellis Street, 
Blackwood Avenue and Hillview Road forms the 
‘centre’ of Augusta. It is also the crossing point of 2 
key axes interpretively – the east-west, running from 
the inlet to Hillview Road lookout, and the north-
south running to the cape. 

Public realm amenity • Cream square pavers with a red brick border is the most common footpath design in the town, which are mostly in fair to good condition, 
Other varied styles of footpaths are also present. 

• Footpaths are predominantly wide and allow easy movement through town, accompanied by room for alfresco dining on the footpath or 
in setbacks

• There are some areas of poorer quality bitumen and kerbing, but not common

• Awnings are inconsistent as is the alignment of the footpath, creating a staggered street edge

• Light posts are common along Blackwood Ave, blue and curved, in a beach/coastal style, different to other streets, so help to define the 
central ‘town centre’

• Street furniture is present and acceptable quality (i.e., benches, bins, bike racks and planters). However, aside from some of the planters 
and bins (designed with local imagery), street furniture is not distinctive and adds little to strengthen local character

• There are 3 public toilets located within the study area, however these are poorly signed within the town centre

• Verandahs along shopfronts provide pedestrian amenity. The curved or angled shape of the verandah roof provides protection from the 
highway and natural elements. 

• Large car parks present, with street parking arranged in a variety of formats (i.e. angled and parallel) 

• Non decorative security measures (i.e., non-permeable roller shutters, or the like) makes public space feel unsafe and non-inclusive.

• Friendly and welcoming street presence and ample 
amenities during the morning / typical business 
hours. However, a sense of unwelcomeness apparent 
outside of business hours due to obvious security 
elements along streetscape. 

• Various carparking formats create an ‘adhoc’ 
appearance. 

• Aside from the bins and planters, there is a lack of 
character and identity built into the streetscape 
furniture

• Footpaths are varied in style, however, are 
predominantly cream coloured and textural.

Sense of openness created 
from lack of front setbacks 

and lack of front fences
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Residential / tourism 
/ larger commercial  
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3.1.2 BUILT FORM

By quantifying the built form characteristics 
that are predominate in an area allows us to 
understand what the vernacular is.

Character element: built form

Character component(s): spatial

Character 
criteria

Analysis and observations Key characteristics

Materials • Painted render to main street, with face brick side elevations common

• Some fibreboard and non-traditional weatherboard (painted)

• Manor red Colorbond

• Corrugated iron/zincalume

• Top 5 wall façade finishes include Brick, glass, render, weatherboard and plasterboard. 

• Roof material finish most commonly Colourbond sheets. Other common roof materials include tiles and 
timber. 

• Materiality is based on traditional Western Australian 
building typologies of the late 20th century (80s-90s). 

• Brick, coloured weatherboard and Colourbond steel 
are the prevailing construction materials. 

Form • Curved roofs on awnings, curved details on streetlights

• Gable roofs on commercial buildings (a form similar to a boatshed) facing the main street

• Simple, square rectangular forms influenced by the lot shape

• Some stepped parapets on commercial buildings

• Pitched roofs (in addition to gables – i.e., hipped) prevalent along commercial and residential buildings, 
with very few other roof forms present

• Bull nose awnings

• Building and roof forms in part evocative of coastal 
location

• Flat roofs and cubic forms detract from vernacular

Scale • Combination of low and wide buildings, and those with high gables, parapets or pitched roofs

• Building height most commonly 1 storey high, with some two storey residential buildings 

• Varied building scale, but generally low rise (1-2 
storeys) streetscape 

• Commercial buildings only 1 storey, however scale 
appears to vary from the street due to topography. 

Combinations of painted 
plasterboard and brick

Pitched gable roof forms 
evocative of coastal location

Windows with vertical emphasis

Manor red and Colorbond are 
commonly used materials

Predominantly low scale built 
form (one storey)

Reminiscences of traditional 
buildings styles and methods

Nil (0) setback to the street and 
full lot coverage for commercial 

properties

Some buildings feature 
alternative roof finishes such as 

tiles
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Character element: built form

Character component(s): spatial

Character 
criteria

Analysis and observations Key characteristics

Colours • Cream

• Salmon/orange

• Terracotta

• Different (warm) coloured bricks

• Cool sky blue

• Navy highlights

• Bright and bold colours sometimes used for commercial buildings - makes their presence on the street 
known and adds colour diversity and vibrancy to the street 

• Simple colour pallets evocative of coastal location and 
late 20th century design

• Sporadic use of colours on commercial buildings adds 
diversity and vibrancy to the streetscape. 

Construction 
techniques 
and details

• Cavity brickwork for commercial and retail buildings

• Rendered brickwork for shop fronts 

• large single pane windows for commercial facades

• Windows exhibit either vertical or horizontal emphasis (no square windows)

• Window styles for residential buildings most commonly have 2-3 panes (double hung)

• Columns for verandahs commonly used and made of either brick, wood or metal materials. 

• Traditional construction techniques prevail.

• Simple fenestration arrangements with vertical or 
horizonal emphasis.

• Traditional shop front styles

Painted render to main street, 
with face brick side elevations

Columns for verandahs 
commonly used and made of 
either brick, wood or metal

Bull nose awnings

Simple colour pallets and creams 
evocative of coastal location and 

late 20th Century design

Varied colours on commercial 
buildings add vibrancy

Flat roofs and cubic forms 
detract from the vernacular

Windows with horizontal 
emphasis
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Commercial built form - street interface

Residential built form - Single storey street interface Residential built form - Double storey street interface

Terracotta tiled 
roof + awning

Feature parapet

Symmetrical 
frontages

Glazed 
frontages

Non-decorative stall 
risers Columns Windows with 

vertical emphasis

Roof overhangs

Corrugated metal awnings

Horizontal panelling

Signage
Box awnings 
with signage

Pitched gable 
roofFlat roof

30o degree pitched 
gable roofs

Single dwelling Multiple dwelling

Roof overhangHorizontal 
panelling

Columns
Columns

Horizontal 
panelling

Corrugated 
metal roofing

Pitched gable

Verandah 
/ porch

Verandah 
/ porch

Roof overhang

Windows with 
vertical emphasis

Front doors 
facing the 
street
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3.1.3 LANDSCAPE

How buildings and urban infrastructure 
respond to the topography, landscape and 
setting creates a sense of uniqueness for that 
place. 

Character element: landscape

Character component(s): spatial and experiential

Character criteria Analysis and observations Key characteristics

Topography • Dramatic topography from Blackwood Terrace sloping down to the inlet

• Buildings work with the topography, stepping down towards the inlet

• Buildings do not necessarily respond to or utilise the views as a result of the 
topography, with buildings fronting the main street and blocking views from 
this space to the inlet

• The town centre turns its back on the inlet and this natural topography

• In regards to construction the built form typically responds to the 
topography, however it commonly doesn’t make use of the significant views 
of the inlet.

Landscaping • Fair amount of greenery

• Well-kept front gardens

• Durable / hardy landscaping

• Majority non-native species, flowers, bushes, shrubs

• Mature pine trees prominent along main street

• Bottlebrush (native) used as street tree – adds colour to the streetscape 

• Petunia and geranium plantings commonly used along the main street in 
garden beds and portable planters. These are an affordable, accessible, 
hardy and seasonal plant type commonly used regional coastal settings and 
provide a sense of colour and vibrancy to the street. 

• Cottage garden type plantings used along streetscape. – creates sense of 
tidiness and organisation 

• Pine trees linked to coastal tourist destination setting – a tradition that 
has been carried out at other coastal tourist or  ‘resort’ destinations in WA 
including Cottesloe Beach, Fremantle Esplanade and Rottnest Island

• Most non-native tree and plant species of European descent, selected for 
their durability in cold, wet and windy climate conditions

Predominantly non-native 
species of flowers, bushes and 

scrubs

Pine trees prominent along the main 
street - linked to towns history as a 

coastal tourist destination

Extensive manicured lawn 
spaces

Durable/hardy landscape 
choices

Buildings respond to the 
topography and step down 

towards the inlet

Building obstruct visual 
connection  to surrounding 

natural landscape

The Blackwood River and Hardy 
inlet provides a scenic backdrop 

for the town
Endemic tree plantings present 

along the streetscape - red 
flowering gum
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Character element: landscape

Character component(s): spatial and experiential

Character criteria Analysis and observations Key characteristics

Setting • The most south-westerly point on the continent and where the Indian and 
Southern Oceans meet 

• Uniquely positioned along the Blackwood River and Hardy inlet

• Native coastal bushland viewed in the distance 

• Limited visual or physical connection to immediate hinterland

• River and ocean location provides a range of accessible environments and 
ecosystems

• The Southern Ocean and the Leeuwin-Naturalist Ride form a backdrop for 
the south and west section of the town respectively

• Lack of visual connection to surrounding natural landscape 

• The natural landscape setting generates significant tourism and a 
permanent ‘sea change’ / ageing residential population

• Significant natural vegetation surrounding the townsite limits the town’s 
potential for expansion

Climate • Local climate has wet cool winters and comfortable dry summers

• Known to be very windy throughout the year – perhaps the buildings act as 
a wind break to the street

• Form of buildings reflects the local climate to provide shade from the sun 
and shed water. 

• Coastal climate/wind, smell. wildlife and birdlife add to the perception of the 
place being a coastal location

• Plant / tree species selection and landscaping treatments typically respond 
to the cool and windy climate. 

Retaining walls landscaped and 
well manicured

Native Bottlebrush used as 
street tree adds colour

Snippets of the unique natural 
environment surrounding the 

town provided at intersections 
and high points 

Fair amount of greenery within 
the town

Use of natural and local 
materials - limestone

Dramatic topography from 
Blackwood Ave down to inlet

Planters with cottage style 
plants types such as Petunias 

and Geraniums  - add to regional 
and coastal aesthetic
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3.1.4 ACTIVITY

Where the greatest movement of people takes 
place often generates activation of the built 
environment including economic clustering 
and infrastructural demands. These can 
be beneficial for places but can also place 
pressure on them if not understood and 
managed sustainably.

Character element: activity

Character component(s): interactive and experiential

Character criteria Analysis and observations Key characteristics

Movement patterns • A lot of cycling in town, inc. families and trips to get groceries

• Frequent movement to/from jetty to town

• Gopher use around town

• Caravans depart town in the morning

• Lots of crossing the road, with islands to assist

• Significant boat transport along the river and associated arrival at the jetty. This 
observation links to the movement data which demonstrated a strong linkage between 
Molloy Island and Augusta on the Hardy Inlet via boat. 

• Tourists visit the town to swim, kitesurf, fish, dive, boat and undertake scenic trips to 
view wildlife along the Blackwood River and Hamelin Bay

• An intense level of activity and crossings between the BP and the Augusta Bakery and 
the IGA and the Augusta Hotel Motel.

• Linear vehicular movement along Bussell Highway / Blackwood 
Avenue

• Clustering of movement around/between retail, commercial and 
hospitality nodes – correlates with the key areas of activity

• Wide footpaths (in fair/good condition) encourage pedestrian 
movement via a variety of modes (i.e., cycling, e-bike, gopher, 
walking).  

• Movement throughout the study area is predominantly in a 
north-south direction along Blackwood Avenue and east-west 
along Ellis Street, connecting the boat ramp and Ellis Street Jetty 
to the main street

Meeting places and 
gathering spaces

• Very high use of the jetty – transport, recreation, viewing, pausing

• No park or playground

• Alfresco dining highly utilised

• The Hardy Inlet is a popular area for commercial and recreational fishing

• the key areas of activity within the study area are Augusta BP, Augusta Bakery and 
Café, IGA and Deckchair Café, Augusta Bottlemart, and the Augusta Hotel 

• Meeting points in town are linked to high activity food & 
beverage outlets

• Secondary meeting places include the Ellis street jetty for fishing 
and dolphin watching in the river

• Alfresco dining spaces are utilised by cafes and are highly 
popular spaces in the morning 

Significant boat transport along 
the river and associated arrival 

at the jetty.

Lot’s of cycling in town, along 
the Blackwood River Foreshore 

and nature reserve 

Personal guided tours run along 
the inlet east of the main street

Various short stay accommodation 
types on offer (i.e., Hotel, 

backpackers, etc.) encourages 
visitation and tourism in the town

Very high use of the jetty for 
transport, recreation and more

Tourists visit the town to swim, 
kitesurf, canoe and more

Augusta IGA is a key activity 
area within the town open 7 

days a week - supports smaller 
surrounding towns
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Character element: activity

Character component(s): interactive and experiential

Character criteria Analysis and observations Key characteristics

Land use • Some community use (i.e. museum, public toilet)

• Residential in town and on the edges

• Various short-stay accommodation facilities including hotel, rental accommodation and 
caravan parks to encourage visitation and tourism within the town.  

• Wide range of café’s, retail, food and beverage, a supermarket and hotel which supports 
residents and visitors and encourages daily activation within the town centre

• Town centre functions as a prominent commercial and retail hub for surrounding 
smaller towns

• Mixed land uses typical of a regional town centre / main street 
setting

• Short stay accommodation, tourism activities, and commercial 
and retail outlets encourage visitation and stays within the town   

Activation • Day time activation activities commonly includes reading the paper in the public realm 
on street benches, window browsing (particularly local real-estate and sales), alfresco 
dining and incidental live music

• Activation after dark commonly at takeaway venues (i.e., the hotel, fish and chips store). 

• Boats tours run on the inlet, east of the main street, with moorings at the base of Ellis 
Street. 

• Wall of faces – ongoing art project where the community nominates identities for 
inclusion into a large wall of faces, located just north of the hotel on a blank wall facing 
south – 

• Limited opening hours – many business closed after noon

• Personal ‘guided’ experiences of the towns natural landmarks and 
features prominently advertised 

• Wall of faces - sense of community engagement, local ownership 
of a public space and street activation. However, does not 
immediately reflect the place / not highly interpretative. 

• Local ownership of the street during the morning / business 
hours from alfresco dining spaces and incidental live music / 
busking

Frequency / 
temporal

• Morning activity on a Sunday, cafes closing before lunch 

• Afternoons are quieter, where most shops are closed

• Activity picks up slightly in the evenings with the hotel and takeaway offerings

• Annual whale migration / whale watching – significant whale attraction 

• Bustling mornings, with quiet afternoons and evenings 

• Busiest period occurs between mid-December and the end of 
January. Activity also increases during school holiday periods, 
with the intensity of activity higher during the summer holiday 
periods. 

Annual whale migration/
whale watching is a significant 

attraction for the town

Retail, food and beverage 
offerings supports local 

residents and encourages 
visitation to the town

BP Petrol Station is a key 
activity area within the town Town Bakery is a popular 

meeting place for locals and 
tourists open 7 days a week 

Alfresco dining highly 
utilised during morning 

hours Monday to 
Saturday

Wall of faces - sense of 
community engagement, local 

ownership of a public space and 
street activation

Local ownership 
of public spaces - 

incidental live music / 
busking
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3.1.5 IDENTITY

A place is often known for having a 
particular image, identity, or association, 
which in turn feeds into its overall 
character. Understanding how it is 
expressed and the story(s) it is trying to tell 
adds to how a place is experienced.

Character element: identity

Character component(s): experiential

Character criteria Analysis and observations Key characteristics

Thematic identity • Embracing the location of Augusta on the coast – two oceans – the most south-westerly point of 
the continent

• Holiday and camping destination

• Aging population – unique demographic where over half of the population is over the age of 60

• Low occupancy rate with a higher than average proportion of secondary dwellings – adds to 
identity as a holiday destination with a temporal population   

• Sense of being comfortable, relaxed 

• Relaxed coastal vibe with aging population

• Recognised as tourist drawcard for the South-west 
region of WA

• Considered a secondary district centre within the Shire, 
where the town acts as a prominent commercial and 
retail hub for surrounding smaller towns

Nomenclature, 
motifs, and symbols

• Lighthouse

• Dolphins

• Shells

• Boats/boating

• Fish/fishing

• Limestone

• Hamelin Bay

• Granny’s Pool

• Flinders Bay

• Boatsheds, shacks

• Movement of the river mouth

• Strong coastal theme 

• Identity linked to surrounding landscape and natural 
features

• Interpretation of the town’s coastal setting and maritime 
history reflected in place branding (signs, business 
names and logos)

• logos, local postcards, and other objects promote 
Augusta through elements outside of the town centre

Colours • Cream (limestone)

• Terracotta and salmon

• Deep green

• Blues

• Pops of bright colours (turquoise, purple, orange)

• Coastal colours and traditional materials inform the 
colour and textures.

Signage • Signage largely contained on awnings or windows

• Some larger signage, but also finer grain scale, appealing to both drivers and pedestrians

• Heritage trail in town

• Signage varied in scale and typology but generally 
traditional in scale, design and location.

• Logo’s, materials and colours used generally reflect 
coastal setting, history and landmarks (i.e., the 
lighthouse)

Strong coastal theme and 
interpretation in place branding 

(signs, business names and 
logos

Elements outside of the 
town centre promote 

Augusta - i.e., imagery on 
bins

Signage varied in scale and 
typology but generally traditional 

in scale, design and location

Coastal colours and surrounding landmarks 
are used in signage designs and postcards 

to promote Augusta
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3.1.6 HISTORY

The history of a settlement provides us 
with important insights into the sequence 
of development in the area and assists in 
understanding the local vernacular informed 
by availability of local materials, climate 
and response to local environment over time.

Character element: history

Character component(s): spatial and experiential

Character criteria Analysis and observations Key characteristics

Pattern of 
development

• Sprawled along inlet

• Town centre located on natural ridge

• Fish bone pattern of development centred on the ‘spine’ of the main street

• Low-small scale buildings

• The original grid subdivision pattern remains intact, 
with a retained character of low, small-scale buildings.

• Topography and relationship to the main street has 
shaped the settlement pattern more than relationship 
to the river.

Local materials and 
climate

• Limestone

• Bricks

• Some painted timber

• Verandahs

• Pitched roofs

• Bull nose awnings to main street

• Traditional materials and traditional forms persist

Nomenclature • Bussell (Bussell Highway)

• Molloy (Molloy Island)

• Turner (Turner St)

• Blackwood (Blackwood River)

• Ellis Family (Ellis St)

• Drawing on local family names

• History is largely intangible with few historic buildings 
so naming helps retain a sense of that connection to 
history

Change over time • Heritage buildings are highly modified

• Very few remnants of historical character within the Augusta Townsite, majority modern / late 
20th century buildings

• Street layout gives an idea of original town

• The Church is a remnant of post war ecclesiastical architecture

• Common materials in original building stock included stone, corrugated iron and corrugated steel

• Hamelin Bay Jetty and Mill remains are reminders of the towns history as a major timber export

• Modified built form, change has been embraced over 
time

• Does not present as a ‘heritage’ town

• The caravan parks and recreation reserves 
that dominate Augusta today are a formal 
acknowledgement of the desire to create a nature-
based holiday destination back in the early 1900s

Heritage trail in town

History is largely intangible, 
needs to be outlined on plaques Heritage buildings (i.e., Augusta 

Hotel) are highly modified, with 
very few remnants of historical 

character remaining

Reminiscences of traditional 
buildings styles and methods

Jetty remains a reminder of 
the towns history as a timber 

exporter

The Church is a remnant of post 
war ecclesiastical architecture
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3.2 KEY CHARACTER THEMES

3.2.1 CHARACTER IS PERCEIVED FROM THE 
SURROUNDING LANDSCAPE

The community survey asked: ‘what built or natural features do you feel 
represent Augusta’s unique character?’. Of the many responses received, 
58 individual elements were identified, of which 31 were outside of the 
study area / town centre. Majority of these responses were also ‘natural’ 
features, such as: ‘natural bushland / forest’, ‘Flinders Bay’, ‘Cape Leeuwin’, 
‘caves’ and the ‘river mouth’. Signage, logos, local postcards, and other 
objects throughout the town were observed to also promote Augusta 
through elements outside of the town centre, such as the Cape Leeuwin 
Lighthouse, dolphins, and Flinders Bay. 

The perceived character of Augusta appears to draw more upon its 
surrounding features, particularly those natural and landscape features. 
Ironically, the town centre doesn’t celebrate this identity strongly, is 
disconnected from the view to the inlet, and doesn’t exhibit a lot of the 
natural qualities of the surrounds (i.e., there are no Peppermint trees in 
town, which are observed in Flinders Bay).

3.2.2 COASTAL HOLIDAY TOWN
There is a strong, evocative reference to Augusta’s location on the 
coastline and proximity to the inlet. Through materiality (e.g. limestone), 
building forms (gables, boat sheds), landscaping (pine trees), colours 
(blue, cream), symbols (lighthouse, shells, dolphins) and wildlife 
(seagulls), its coastal location is evident.

Its evolution as a holiday destination from the 1920s is still evident 
through the sense of openness from a lack of fencing in town, abundance 
and variety of car parking options, and the friendly and accommodating 
nature of the amenities (such as public toilets, and wider footpaths). 
This is further enhanced by the predominate planting of Crook Island 
Pines on the main street. Whilst their appearance is a slightly divisive 
issue amongst the community, these trees significantly contribute to 
the towns Coastal Holiday Destination charm, and are associated with 
a long-standing landscape tradition carried out in other iconic coastal 
holiday destinations such as Cottesloe Beach, Fremantle Esplanade, and 
Rottnest island. 

There is also ample accommodation in town, from the hotel through 
to short-stay units. Augusta’s prominence as a coastal holiday town / 
tourist drawcard is reinforced by its highly transient population (refer to 
section 2.3.1), low housing occupancy rate (52%) and high percentage of 
secondary dwellings (52%). 

Overall, the choices in materiality, landscaping, colours, low scale built 
form and the natural setting create a friendly relaxed atmosphere that 
is further exhibited through smaller local interventions of public art, 
alfresco dining, caravan parking bays, and even live busking in the town.

3.2.3 THE SEA CHANGE OF THE BUILT FABRIC
Augusta’s cycle of development has seen change in its built fabric from 
when it was first established around 1830. Much of the town centre built 
fabric is reminiscent of the twentieth century, particularly the 1980s-90s, 
with fewer buildings of a more recent / contemporary style. This shows 
that the town has embraced change to depart from much of its original 
built fabric, which was of architecture consistent with other Group 
Settlement towns, and has established its own, newer vernacular that 
relates to its coastal, holiday town experience.

Whilst there are no particular predominate or consistent features within 
the built form, there are threads of similarity in the scale of the buildings, 
the setbacks defining the town centre, and the variety of different forms 
throughout. This enables the town to move away from adhering to strict 
guidance for the built fabric, and embrace future change that resembles 
more of its experiential, coastal character. 

3.2.4 THE ‘LOCAL’ FEELING
Observed activity showed local activation through alfresco dining and 
street busking. Locals were observed walking, gophering, cycling and 
generally moving through town. Although driving was noted as a form 
of access, it wasn’t dominant in the town centre. There were lots of 
conversations between locals and meeting in the street, showing a sense 
of knowing your neighbours and community. 

Noting its context, Augusta sits at the end of the Bussell Highway, 
resulting in it becoming a destination you would be seeking out rather 
than happening to drive or commute through. This also adds to the sense 
that everyone who is there, is purposely there for the place. It brings 
about that sense of being sought out for community and connection, but 
also for respite and calm away from the hustle and bustle, not dissimilar 
to the context of a cul-de-sac.

 

3.2.5 PUBLIC MEETING AND GATHERING SPACES
The local survey and human movement data demonstrates that the 
primary meeting points in town are linked to high activity food and 
beverage outlets such as the local cafes and Augusta Hotel, as well 
as the local IGA and bakery. Local business operating hours heavily 
influence the level of activity present within the town, were the IGA 
(open 8am to 6pm Monday to Sunday) and the Bakery (open between 
6am to 3pm Monday to Sunday) are the most active destinations in the 
town on average. In the late evening, most of the activity can be seen 
around the Augusta Hotel, the IGA car park and the local fish and chip 
store. This movement is most prevalent on Friday and Saturday nights. 
A more informal meeting place exists on the Ellis Street Jetty, which 
was observed to be a popular spot for fishing and dolphin watching on 
weekend mornings. The above mentioned informal gathering spaces, 
both indoors and outdoors, add to Augusta’s character as a coastal 
holiday town where the main activities and meeting spaces resolve 
around recreational activities and food and beverage places. 

3.2.6 LOCAL EMBRACEMENT OF MARITIME HISTORY 
AND COASTAL BRAND

Interpretation of the Augusta’s coastal setting and maritime history is 
organically reflected in the town centre’s place branding, although not 
in the literal and obvious sense as seen in Cowaramup and Witchcliffe. 
The established coastal place brand is subtly referenced through coastal 
colours (cream salmon, green and blues), materiality (weatherboards, 
limestone), gabled roofs, and curved shapes used amongst built form 
elements and streetscape infrastructure. More obvious translations of 
the place brand can be seen in the widely adopted ocean/coastal theme 
used in business naming, logos and local art. This gives Augusta a point 
of difference amongst other towns within the Shire which are more 
commonly known for their agricultural and ‘rolling hills’ aesthetic and 
could be further enhanced in a grass roots way. 
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3.3 DEFINING THE CHARACTER OF 
AUGUSTA

Based on the outcomes of the character analysis and the key character 
themes, the following character statement has been prepared to capture 
the current character of Augusta whilst looking into the future.

Augusta is a coastal holiday town and regional centre that is the 
cul-de-sac of the Cape.  It is a destination for visitors with hidden 
stories which underpin a truly unique settlement history, but is also 
an authentic, active, and open community – it’s a place where people 
want to be.  Located where the river meets the ocean, its natural 
setting informs the way of life and is a point of difference to be 
celebrated and expressed through the environment and urban form. 

To reveal in a coordinated manner, to both local residents and visitors, 
the hidden stories of Augusta and its surrounds; stories which underpin 
the place and its unique identity, and which situate it within the region, 
state and world. 

The key characteristics which emerged from the character analysis 
have been summarised below into spatial, interactive and experiential 
components which make up the character of Augusta.

3.3.1 SPATIAL CHARACTERISTICS
“The physical elements of the landscape, both built and 
natural, that contribute to character of a place”
• Town centre presence well defined by reduced setback and clustering 

of shops, creating a sense of containment on an otherwise broad and 
open streetscape;

• Sense of openness within the streetscape, particularly outside of the 
central core, enhanced by large building setbacks, low level buildings, 
fences and vegetation, varied topography and occasional views of the 
inlet;

• Building entries are highlighted in various ways and enhance 
connection to the street;

• Common regional town and coastal tourist destination tree types and 
planting along streetscape (i.e., Pine trees, petunias and geraniums) 
contribute to laid back, ‘coastal holiday town’ character and charm; 
and

• Significant natural landscape setting which generates high tourism 
and permanent ‘sea change’ residents (more prevalent in areas 
outside of the town centre where buildings do not hinder the view).

3.3.2 INTERACTIVE CHARACTERISTICS
“The way people interact with, move through and linger in a 
place.”
• People being present on the street, use of the street setback / public 

spaces for alfresco dining, exercise, live music / busking, conversing 
with locals, reading the paper, observing nature and views of the inlet;

• Friendly and welcoming street presence and ample amenities during 
the morning / typical business hours encourages people to linger, 
interreact and move to multiple destinations within the townsite. 
However, a sense of unwelcomeness is apparent outside of business 
hours due to obvious security elements (i.e., security shutters) on 
commercial shop fronts;

• Bustling mornings with quiet afternoons and evenings; and

• Personal ‘guided’ tours of the town’s natural landmarks, historical 
features and wildlife (i.e., whale watching and fishing tours), providing 
opportunities for education, shared experiences and memorable life 
moments which are intrinsically Augusta.

3.3.3 EXPERIENTIAL CHARACTERISTICS
“Intangible elements that contribute to the ‘character’ of the 
place.”
• Fine grained pedestrian scale in contrast with expansive ocean and 

bushland;

• Coastal climate/wind, smell. wildlife and birdlife add to the character 
and perception of the place as a coastal location;

• Sense of community and local connection through live music / 
busking, local art and initiatives (i.e., the Wall of Faces); and

• Use of colours, materials, business naming and logo’s to create a 
coastal / maritime brand for the town, creating a strong, evocative 
reference to Augusta’s location on the coastline and proximity to the 
inlet. 
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4. Recommendations
The following recommendations outline the spatial, interactive and experiential elements which should be embraced and 
respected in future planning controls prepared for Augusta. Adherence to these recommendations in the future Place 
Plan, Design Guidelines and/or Precinct Plan for the townsite will help manage future townsite growth and ensure future 
development is delivered in a way that is appropriate and sympathetic to the valued character and history of the locality. 
These recommendations have been informed by the character study analysis as detailed in Chapter 3 of this report. 

4.1 SPATIAL RECOMMENDATIONS
“The physical elements of the landscape, both built and natural, that contribute to character of a place”
1. Coastal climate responsive design – encourage built form outcomes which are sympathetic to the towns established 

character and respond to the local climate conditions. This includes pitched roof forms to shed water, awnings and 
enclosed verandahs to provide protection from the sun and wind.  Materiality and built form should be practical and 
suited to the environment, and demonstrate the vernacular reminiscent of coastal holiday towns. 

2. Responding to natural site characteristics in new subdivisions – in keeping with the recommendations from the 
Augusta Townsite Strategy (2008), new subdivision in growth areas west of the townsite should implement Hamlet-style 
development and layout patterns that are environmentally sensitive and respond to the natural constraints of the area 
(i.e. topography, climate, proximity to ocean). 

3. Retain mature trees – the pine trees linked to the coastal tourist town setting and history should be retained, however 
endemic tree species such as Peppermint Trees should also be encouraged on the main street to enhance the 
townsite’s connection to its immediate natural surroundings. Endemic tree plantings should also be encouraged and / or 
emphasised along the eastern corridor and parks and recreation reserve adjacent to the Hardy inlet. 

4. Coastal development vs. environmental preservation – Future residential growth should primarily occur in the cleared 
areas to the north-west of the town centre, away from the inlet and coastal edge to ensure the preservation of Augusta’s 
unique natural setting. Future developments will need to be strategically located to strike a balance between providing 
desirable residential development (whether it be short or long stay) along the coastal edge, and protecting views of the 
inlet and environmentally sensitive areas.

5. Consolidate density and existing town character with infill development - planning should seek to achieve a more 
memorable and consolidated built form outcome within the town centre that is unique to the built form characteristics, 
materiality’s and colours of Augusta. Urban consolidation initiatives should seek to achieve an 800 metre walkable 
catchment from the main street junction, to encourage a high level of activity and vibrancy within the town centre. 
Facilities, services and hospitality venues should remain accessible to an aging demographic who may not have means 
of vehicles transportation in the future. Opportunities to capture / build upon the views to the inlet and surrounds should 
also encouraged.

6. Connecting to Country – in keeping with the Aboriginal interpretation recommendations from the Augusta 
Interpretation Plan (2013), opportunities to incorporate Aboriginal heritage through interpretative elements in the 
streetscape, built form and tourism should continue to be identified in collaboration with the Wadandi and Pibulmun 
people. 
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7. Coastal themed footpaths – improve the consistency, efficiency and appearance of footpaths within the 
town centre to a product that is more in keeping with the ‘coastal holiday town’ theme.  Currently, paving 
within the town centre predominantly consists of residential scale cream pavers with a red brick border (refer 
to streetscape imagery on pg.21). Due to its smaller format, this 90s style paving type can be more prone to 
weathering and associated higher maintenance costs than its concrete based counterpart. Future footpath 
upgrades in the town centre should transition away from small inset paving types towards a more consistent 
alternative, such as aggregate concrete. There is an opportunity here to explore decorative concrete finishes 
which enhance the coastal theme of the town (i.e., shells, stones, salt, broom, and/or interpretive stencils).

4.2 INTERACTIVE RECOMMENDATIONS
“The way people interact with, move through and linger in a place.”
1. Tourist oriented development - explore the potential for place branding to draw on cultural and eco-tourism 

potential. This can be achieved by capitalising on the surrounding natural and historical assets for tourism 
i.e., cultural, aboriginal and natural heritage experiences and tours, storytelling, local art, and nature trails.  

2. Create a Main Street Junction - the intersection of the main street (Blackwood Avenue) with Ellis Street 
should continue to be developed and noted as a central point of the town where informal community 
gatherings, street events/activation may be held. This could be achieved by making the local road more 
pedestrian friendly and encouraging alfresco areas and dining tenancies on the corner of Ellis Street and 
Blackwood Avenue.

3. Ellis Street Jetty – there is an opportunity for the Ellis Street Jetty to become a unique landmark destination 
within the townsite and for surrounding settlements (i.e. east Augusta and Molloy Island) who’s residents 
regularly use the Ellis Street Jetty to access the town via boat. Future enhancements should focus on 
tourism, recreation and communal uses rather than retail uses which should be otherwise located on the 
Main Street junction or Blackwood Avenue. Pedestrian pathways along Ellis Street should be upgraded to 
improve the connection between the Jetty and the Main Street junction. 

4. A coordinated style for streetscape amenities and signage – a coordinated style for future streetscape 
amenities and signage should be developed for the town centre, including the Ellis Street Jetty precinct. The 
style should build upon and further reinforce the townsites unique coastal identity (i.e. utilise curved shapes 
symbolic of the coastline and waves), and provide the necessary directions to visitors and residents as the 
townsite expands.

4.3 EXPERIENTIAL RECOMMENDATIONS
“Intangible elements that contribute to the ‘character’ of the place.” 
1. Further encourage and promote the towns local brand and story – build upon the nautical / maritime 

identity and history of the town through place branding initiatives and interpretive streetscape elements. 
This could be conducted in a grass roots way through interpretation of the townsite’s history and setting 
into the bult form, public facilities and artwork. The selection of the materials and uniqueness of interpretive 
elements should be carefully chosen and abstract in design to prevent kitsch, or replicable forms of local 
identity, which may detract from the uniqueness of the town. 

2. Community volunteerism – maintain engagement with the community and encourage the development of a 
civic amenity group to facilitate future place making initiatives and galvanise sense of community spirit.

3. Seasonal experiences – plants that change appearance and scent with the seasons should be encouraged 
with the townsite to provide a dynamic experience for holiday makers and residents.

4. Connections to the surrounding landscape – maintain and enhance (where possible) the physical and 
visual connection to the Hardy inlet to reinforce Augusta’s unique coastal setting within the town centre. 
This can be incorporated by improving and enhancing the pathway connections between the town and 
surrounding natural environment, and highlighting these connections via co-ordinated signage, directing 
visitors to the unique natural features and helping them feel connected to the natural surrounds.
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Appendix A
DOCUMENT REVIEW



Witchcliffe and Augusta Character Studies – Document Review 
This document review includes a summary of fourteen (14) relevant documents that include previous findings in regard to the Witchcliffe and Augusta town 
centres (study areas) or have a role in the control of the activities within the study area. This document review is provided in a summary format rather than 
an all-encompassing review to include only findings that are relevant to the study areas and project outputs to ensure clarity and ease of understanding.  
 

Key findings 
• The character analysis forms part of the ‘Place’ focus for the Shire’s 2040 Community Plan. The purpose of the character analysis is to inform ‘Place 

Plans’ or ‘Place Strategy’ which identify the key characteristics across places in the Shire. All townsites in the Shire are to have their own Place Strategy 
by 2030.  

• Rapid townsite growth with development typologies not consistent with the character of existing built form is the main challenge to maintaining the valued 
heritage, character and design of towns and villages within the Shire. 

• The Shire defines local character as the ‘tangible elements of an area that go towards creating a dominant perception about a place.’ 
• The Shires local planning policy 15 – Street activation allows for alfresco dining activities to occur in Regional Road Reserve areas. The policy provides a 

guide to the style and design of alfresco spaces to ensure such spaces attractive and safe.  
• The use of wood, rustic metal, and natural materials (i.e. rammed earth, stone) materiality (both in public and private spaces) is strongly encouraged 

throughout the Shire in multiple strategies, policies and design guidelines documents.  
• The Shire has a number of strategies, policies and guiding documents to encourage sustainable development to occur in new growth areas. One of these 

documents is the Rural Hamlet Design Handbook, which provides a detailed list of architectural design guidelines. These guidelines are used to provide 
strategic direction for the development of structure plans and locality specific design guidelines to help achieve the Shires sustainability objectives, whilst 
helping enforce culturally appropriate design standards.   

Witchcliffe 
• Strong sense of community, the unique Witchcliffe character, local ecology and open space are key characteristics valued by the local Witchcliffe 

community.  
• Sustainable infrastructure approaches, preservation of the environment and local character, improved services and road quality, and more community 

facilities are all items the community would like to see improved or enhanced in Witchcliffe.  
• The Shires Local Planning Strategy 2036 recommends the preparation of Village Design Guidelines for Witchcliffe to protect the Town’s special character 

and heritage. The design guidelines are to incorporate environmental protections and mitigation and adaptation responses to climate change.   



• There are a number of buildings within the Witchcliffe town centre with local historical significance. One building (Darnell’s General Store) is of State 
Heritage significance. The architectural style of these historic buildings is of the interwar period, with building materiality predominantly comprising of 
timber (weatherboard) for walls and metal (corrugated iron) for roofs. Although mostly in a general to okay condition, the integrity and historical 
significance of these buildings remains high in Witchcliffe, with the original uses still maintained or clearly evident. 

• The Witchcliffe Village Strategy provides a list of strategies for the Witchcliffe Town Centre precinct, and provides a detailed list of objectives for the new 
Village Centre Guidelines. This will be particularly relevant for the Witchcliffe character analysis and streetscape concept plan, to ensure the project 
aligns and meets with the expectations of the Village Strategy.  

Augusta 
• The unique, relaxed, quiet and peaceful lifestyle, combined with access to essential services and public facilities (i.e. viewing platforms, cycling and 

walking trials) is highly valued by the local Augusta community. 
• The main street, visitor attractions, provisions of health services and more affordable housing are items the community would like to see more of.   
• The Shires Local Planning Strategy 2036 recommends the preparation of a Precinct Plan for Augusta townsite, taking into account the public and private 

realm to provide a coordinated approach to the character, movement networks and future development of the site.  
• There are very few remnants of historical character within the Augusta Townsite. Although very important to the heritage of the locality, the Augusta Hotel 

(built in 1912) retains little authenticity due to considerable alterations and loss of significant fabric, with the original intent and character of the building 
no longer clearly evident.   

• The Augusta Townsite Strategy provides a list of built form objectives and policies which have contributed to the character and development of the 
Augusta Townsite. These include built form aspects such as awnings, building heights and setbacks, and street tree planting.  

 
Name Prepared by Date 

Whole of Shire  

01 Shire of Augusta Margaret River Strategic Community Plan 2040 Shire of Augusta Margaret River 2021 

02 Shire of Augusta Margaret River Local Planning Strategy 2036 Shire of Augusta Margaret River 2022 

03 Shire of Augusta Margaret River Local Planning Scheme No.1 Shire of Augusta Margaret River 2010 (updated 2021) 

04 Shire of Augusta Margaret River Local Planning Policy 15 – Street Activation Shire of Augusta Margaret River 2020 

05 Shire of Augusta Margaret River Local Planning Policy 4 – Boundary fencing Shire of Augusta Margaret River 2014 

06 Shire of Augusta Margaret River Access and Inclusion Plan (AIP) 2018-22 Shire of Augusta Margaret River 2018 

07 Shire of Augusta Margaret River Heritage Inventory Greenward Consulting 2012 

08 Rural Hamlet Design Hand Guidelines Common Ground Studio 2009 



Witchcliffe 

09 Witchcliffe Public Amenities – Schematic Design Drawings Wilcox. 2021 

10 Shire of Augusta Margaret River Local Planning Policy 22 – Witchcliffe Ecovillage Shire of Augusta Margaret River 2021 

11 Witchcliffe Ecovillage Structure Plan  Perron Developments 2018 

12 Witchcliffe Ecovillage Building Design Guidelines Sustainable Settlements Pty Ptd 2020 

13 Shire of Augusta Margaret River Witchcliffe Village Strategy  Shire of Augusta Margaret River 2012 

Augusta  

14 Augusta Townsite Strategy  Rohan Dickson and Associates 2008 

 

Document Title 01. Shire of Augusta Margaret River Strategic Community Plan 2040 and Engagement Summary Report 

Purpose and any 
relevant objectives 

The Shire’s Strategic Community Plan 2040 (2040 Plan) outlines the Shire’s vision, focus areas and strategies for the next 20 years. The long-term 
community vision for the Shire is to create a sustainable, inclusive and connected place and respecting Boodja. The 2040 Plan was developed alongside 
an extensive community engagement process which included a ‘visioning road trip’. This involved workshops and pop-ups across townsites and villages to 
discuss each place in detail and explore the Shires draft Planning Strategy 2036.  
The 2040 Plan includes four focus areas for the Shire to achieve the community vision, these are: Environment, People, Place and Performance. A key item 
for the ‘Place’ focus area is to establish ‘Place Plans’ which identify the key characteristics across places in the Shire. The following vision, strategy, Shires 
Role and Commitment are outlined in the 2040 plan and directly relate to the character analysis being undertaken for this project.  
Community Vision: A region where towns and villages and special places are recognised for their diversity and unique character. 
Strategy PL.1.2: Facilitate and advocate for agreed urban design parameters for public places with the community which improve vibrancy and are 
reflective of the values and character of each place. 
Shires Role: responsibly grow and develop vibrant, sustainable places which maintain their distinctive country character and which supports a local 
economy that is resilient. 
Shire’s Commitment: All townsites in the Shire will have their own Place Strategy by 2030.  

Relevant physical 
strategies/actions 
in the study area(s) 

Witchcliffe 
Place statement: Witchcliffe, a historical and creative rural community built 
on the values of inclusiveness, sustainability and relationships.  
Shire focus areas:  

• Increasing accessibility within the town centre including working with 
Main Roads to improve safety on the main street 

• Investigating alternate transport options to and from the townsite  

• Protecting and enhancing the unique identity of the Witchcliffe townsite.  

Augusta 
• Place statement: Augusta is a unique, friendly, biodiverse coastal town 

where the bushland meets the still waters of the river and the wild ocean, 
in a landscape of pelicans, the water and sky.  

Shire focus areas:  

• Increasing accessibility within the town centre  

• Protecting and enhancing the unique identity of the Augusta townsite  

• Activation of the Augusta Civic Precinct including support for families.  



 

Any other 
considerations 
relevant to the study 
area(s) and project 
outcomes 

Witchcliffe 
Estimated population 2021: 165 
Projected population 2040: 1,134 – 1,486 
Townsite history:  

• Significant timber history.  

• The East Witchcliffe Mill began operations in 1924 and was taken over 
by the Adelaide Timber Company in 1930.  

• During the group settlement period the village boomed, with a 
significant number of buildings erected and a stable and growing 
population financed by the timber industry.  

Engagement outcomes for Witchcliffe: 
What people love:  

• The unique Witchcliffe character 

• Natural environment and ecology of the region 

• Strong sense of community 

• The open space infrastructure available including trials 
What the Shire can improve:  

• Character retention and managing the rate of growth/development 

• Environmental protection and education 

• Improved Shires facilities and roads 

• Unique local economy and agriculture practices 
What the Shire should enhance: 

• Enhance and protect the Witchcliffe town centre 

• Sustainable approaches to infrastructure servicing the town – water, 
energy, sewage 

• Preserving the environment - planting of trees and education 

• Shire roads quality and speed of traffic especially on main street. 
Increased cycling trails to coast 

• Social and cultural support especially for new residents to the town 

• Local economy and supporting small scale industry 

Augusta 
Estimated population 2021: 1,254 
Projected population 2040: 1,945 – 1,975 
Townsite history:  

• Established in 1830, Augusta is one of Western Australia’s first colonial 
settlements.  

• Augusta was a stopping place on the Busselton to Flinders Bay Railway, 
which was government run from the 1920s to the 1950s.  

Demographics: 

• Unique demographic characteristics 

• 52 per cent of the population is over the age of 60  

• lower occupancy rate compared to other settlements within the Shire, at 
approximately 52 per cent, due in part to a higher than average proportion 
of secondary dwellings.  

Engagement outcomes for Augusta: 
What people love: 

• The unique Augusta lifestyle; quiet, relaxed and peaceful with access 
to essential services  

• Public facilities particularly walking and cycling trails, viewing 
platforms  

• Nature and biodiversity  
What the Shire can improve: 

• Protection of river and coastal vegetation, continue with environmental 
initiatives like Donovan Street bushland  

• Develop the brand and image of Augusta including tourism strategies  

• Improve and upgrade Shire facilities including recreation and youth 
facilities  

What the Shire should enhance: 

• The Augusta main street, including traffic flow and linkages of key 
areas as well as encouraging visitors to visit  

• Health services and provision of essential services relying of 
volunteers  



• Shire role to better engage Augusta and invest more outside Margaret 
River and Cowaramup  

• Housing development to deliver more affordable options and retain 
character of town  

 
 
 

Document Title 02. Shire of Augusta Margaret River Local Planning Strategy 2036 

Purpose and any 
relevant objectives 

The Shires Local Planning Strategy 2036 (Strategy) was endorsed by the WAPC in January 2022. The purpose of the Strategy is to set a vision for the size, 
look and feel of the Shires neighbourhoods, towns and natural areas over a 10-15 year period.  
The structure of the Strategy comprises explanatory text and supporting maps that: 

• Provide a summary and analysis of the Shire at 2019 through several strategic themes, these themes being: 1. Population and Housing; 2. 
Environment and Resilience; 3. Agriculture and Food; 4. Utilities and Community Assets; 5. Transportation, 6. Heritage, Character and Design; 
and 7. Commerce and Tourism; 

• Outline the current challenges the Shire faces, or is anticipated to encounter over the planning period; and 

• Outlines actions intended to be taken to address those issues, which are reflected as policy positions or required changes to Local Planning 
Scheme No.1 and supporting policy framework.  

The following current challenges, which relate to townsite character and design, are outlined in the Strategy under the strategic theme Heritage, Character 
and Design. 

• Townsite growth has the potential to diminish the established character of smaller towns and villages, detracting from their unique appeal to 
residents and tourists;  

• Inappropriate development occurring in visually sensitive sites located on key travel route corridors and detracting from the character of towns 
and villages; and 

• Common metropolitan commercial development typologies that are not consistent with the character and existing built form of towns and villages 
in the Shire. 

Relevant physical 
strategies/actions 
in the study area(s) 

The following information has been obtained from the ‘Heritage, Character and Design’ strategic theme section of the report.  
1. The Strategy defines local character as follows: Local character is made up of all the tangible elements of an area that go towards creating a 

dominant perception about a place. In broad terms, there are four key landscape classifications exhibited throughout the Shire, being natural, 
rural, urban and coastal. 

2. There are multiple planning tools currently used by the Shire to maintain local character. These primarily include Special Control Areas and 
Design Guidelines. 

 
The Objective for the ‘Heritage, Character and Design’ strategic theme is as follows:  



‘Development within the Shire should preserve and celebrate those elements of the built and natural environment that are of cultural heritage significance to 
local Wadandi people and are representative of the special character and heritage of the Shire. The Shire will guard against inappropriate development of 
visually sensitive sites and inappropriate development within town and village centres.’ 
 
The following outlines the response areas and related planning policy and framework responses which relate to the above objective and are considered 
relevant to the character study project: 

1. Preservation of Character and Heritage (HC2): Recognise those places that are of historic value and are representative of the unique character 
of the Shire, and ensure they remain to reinforce sense of place and can be enjoyed by future generations. 

a. Maintain and update the Shire’s Heritage Inventory and Heritage List to ensure that places of historic significance have adequate 
protection  

b. Ensure zonings and density coding’s do not place undue development pressure on heritage places including Wadandi and Pibelmen 
sacred sites;  

2. Built form (HC3): Ensure that new, larger-scale development within our town and village centres is of a high design standard that contributes to 
the streetscape and sense of place.  

a. Establish a design review panel to provide feedback on development applications; 
b. Apply the Design Principles included in SPP7.0 to all planning and decision making as applicable. 

3. Local character (H34): Promote new development that is sympathetic to the existing built form and character of town centres. 
a. Prepare a Village Design Guideline for Witchcliffe to protect the town’s special character and heritage;  
b. Ensure design guidelines incorporate environmental protections, the promotion of access, inclusion and equity, and climate change 

mitigation and adaptation.  
c. Prepare a Precinct Plan for Augusta taking into account the public and private realm to provide a coordinated approach to the 

character, movement networks and future development of the townsite.  

Any other 
considerations 
relevant to the study 
area(s) and project 
outcomes 

Witchcliffe 
Townsite Profile 

• Established town with a unique and vibrant commercial centre with 
a low population.  

• High visitation rates partly due to the recent population growth, 
proximity to Margaret River, independent Schooling and Redgate 
beach. 

• A range of lot sizes and housing types 

• Currently limited in its growth due to servicing (sewer) constraints – 
opportunity to connect Witchcliffe with the Margaret River 
Wastewater Treatment Plant via an extension of the existing 
pipeline (no funding secured).  

Augusta 
Townsite Profile 

• Historical low rates of population growth compared to Margaret 
River and Cowaramup (consecutive census counts (2006 and 
2011) having a negative rate of growth). 

• Commercial opportunities associated with the Augusta Harbour 
and its surrounding tourism precinct, as well as Augusta’s lifestyle 
appeal to the large baby boomer generation will likely contribute 
to population growth. 

• Significant capacity to accommodate a much larger population 
with significant areas planned, zoned and structure planned for 
development.  



• Eco-village serviced by local treatment plan, this precludes 
reticulated servicing for the Town.  

• Structure Plans west of Highway allows for larger lots for sewerage 
services to be provided on site.  

• Servicing presents a barrier to consolidating the existing urban 
area of Augusta. Adequate servicing is prerequisite to infill – this 
will impact applications of higher density codes within the town. 

 
 

Document Title 03. Shire of Augusta Margaret River Local Planning Scheme No.1 

Purpose and any 
relevant objectives 

The Shires Local Planning Scheme No.1 (LPS1) was gazetted in 2010 and is the statutory Scheme that provides guidance for the development and use of 
land and buildings within the Shire. The below LPS1 items are considered relevant to the Character Study project and Witchcliffe Streetscape concept 
plan: 

• Under LPS1, the Witchcliffe and Augusta study areas are predominantly zoned ‘Village Centre’ and ‘Town Centre’ respectively.  

• The Witchcliffe ‘Ecovillage’ is identified as Special Control Area 34 (SCA34). As detailed in ‘Schedule 11 – Structure Plan Areas’ of LPS1, land 
uses within SCA34 are to comply with the approved Witchcliffe Ecovillage Structure Plan (Structure Plan) (refer to document review no. 11). 

Relevant physical 
strategies/actions 
in the study area(s) 

LPS1 outlines the purpose and objectives for each zone. The below items outline the objectives relevant to the Augusta and Witchcliffe study areas and 
character study project.  
Witchcliffe 
Clause 4.2.5.2 Objectives of the Village Centre Zone  

• (c) To ensure that the scale and design of development promotes village character and atmosphere; 

• (e) To ensure that village centre land uses and developments together with open space areas are of high quality, achieve a unified theme, and 
preserve and enhance the present streetscape character and values of each village centre; and 

• (f) To ensure that the village centre, land uses and developments are complemented by landscaping and other features which enhance the 
appearance and provide a sense of identity consistent with the village’s established character.  

Augusta 
Clause 4.2.5.1 Town Centre Zone  

• (c) To ensure that town centre land uses and development together with open space areas are of high quality, compatible with the general 
character of established development within the town centre and maintain the present streetscape character and values complemented by 
landscaping and other features which thereby enhance the appearance of the central area and provide a sense of identity. 

Clause 4.2.3.1 Objectives for the Tourism Zone 

• (b) To control the location, form, character and density of any development or land use so as to prevent conflict with surrounding land uses, and 
to complement the natural and built features of development within the Scheme area;  

Any other 
considerations 
relevant to the study 

With the Shires new Planning Strategy recently endorsed by the WAPC, the Shire is currently in the process of preparing a new local planning scheme 
(LPS2). The EPA has considered the propped scheme in its current draft format (not publicly advertised), and has advised that no assessment under the 
EPA Act is required.  



area(s) and project 
outcomes 

The EPA’s statement described changes/updates to LPS1, which would be reflected in LPS2, predominantly included updates to the Scheme to align with 
the Planning and Development Regulations 2015 and to reflect existing land use. The new scheme also proposes a number of other changes including 
new zones, rezoning, text updates, scheme provision amendments, additional uses to reflect actual land uses and the introduction of several Special 
Control Areas.  

 
 

Document Title 04. Shire of Augusta Margaret River Local Planning Policy 15 – Street Activation 

Purpose and any 
relevant objectives 

The Shires local street activation policy provides a framework for the assessment of planning applications for alfresco dining in all road reserve areas of the 
Shire, this includes the townsites of Augusta and Witchcliffe. Objectives for the policy are to achieve the following:  

• Vibrant, pedestrian friendly and interactive townsites; 

• A greater variety of activities and experiences for visitors to townsites within the Shire; 

• Opportunities for businesses to extend the products and services they offer; 

• Safe, unobstructed and accessible pedestrian travel along the main street, particularly for people with mobility issues; and 

• A simplified and efficient planning and approvals regime.  

Any other 
considerations 
relevant to the study 
area(s) and project 
outcomes 

Section 5.2 of the policy outlined the assessment criteria for development applications for alfresco dining in the Witchcliffe and Augusta Townsites within 
the primary regional road reserve area. The following outline criteria which are considered relevant to this project.  

• The preference is, where possible, for furniture and equipment to be constructed of wood and metal; 

• ‘Market’ style umbrellas are encouraged; 

• Product advertisement is limited to umbrellas, place mats and coasters and is limited to products sold by the adjoining easting house.  

• Tables and chairs must not be fixed and must be removed from the alfresco dining area outside approved trading hours; 

 
 

Document Title 05. Shire of Augusta Margaret River Local Planning Policy 4 – Boundary fencing 

Purpose and any 
relevant objectives 

The Shires local boundary fencing policy provides standards which apply to all boundary fencing within the Shire. The objectives of the policy are to: 

• Provide a clear definition of a ‘sufficient fence’; 

• Ensure fences to not unreasonably impact on the amenity of the Shire through visual pollution, offensive appearance, creation of hazards, 
excessive bulk, scale and overshadowing, etc; and 

• Fences are constructed of materials that will provide a pleasant environment and amenity.  
The policy does not apply to boundary walls and retaining walls (which are governed by the R-Codes) 



Any other 
considerations 
relevant to the study 
area(s) and project 
outcomes 

Section 5.0 (element 1: Residential) of the policy provides a series of Performance Criteria (PC) and Acceptable Outcomes (AC) for boundary fences within 
Residential zones, including the ‘Town Centre’ and ‘Village Centre’ zones of LPS1. The following items are considered relevant to the project. 

• PC2.2 Fencing which does not have an adverse effect on the character of the area 

• AD2.1 Fences constructed of rammed earth, masonry, modular metal panels, timber (including brushwood), wrought iron, corrugated fibre 
cement or combinations of any of these 

• AD2.3 Front fences designed in accordance with the R-Codes with a maximum total height of 1800mm. 

 

Document Title 06. Shire of Augusta Margaret River Access and Inclusion Plan (AIP) 2018-22 

Purpose and any 
relevant objectives 

Prepared in 2018, the Shires Access and Inclusion Plan 2018-22 (AIP) details the Shires commitment to creating and fostering an inclusive and accessible 
community for all to live, work, play and visit. The document directly relates to Goal 2: Welcoming, inclusive and healthy communities and Goal 3: ensuring 
sustainable development within the Community Strategic Plan. 
The AIP includes an Implementation Plan which provides a series of overarching strategies and actions for the Shire to undertake and facilitate 
improvements to access and inclusion within the community. The Implementation plan includes a total of 52 actions spread amongst 8 strategic outcome 
areas.  

Any other 
considerations 
relevant to the study 
area(s) and project 
outcomes 

The following objectives and actions from the AIP are considered relevant to the project: 
Outcome / Objective 1: To improve the accessibility and inclusiveness of services and events for all our community  

• Shire run public events, including icon events, youth events, festivals and meetings are accessible where possible  

• Advocate for accessible services in the community  
Outcome / Objective 2: To improve access to the Shires buildings and facilities for all our community 

• Accessible Parking Bays in the shire are of a high standard and used appropriately  

• All new or redeveloped Shire facilities support the development of a universally accessible community  

• Ongoing improvements to accessibility of Shire buildings and facilities  

• All major town sites in the shire (Margaret River, Augusta, Cowaramup) have accessible toilets compliant with current standards  

• Determine feasibility of an adult changing places facility within the shire  

• Footpaths in the shire are accessible, connected and well maintained 

 
 

Document Title 07. Shire of Augusta Margaret River Heritage Inventory 



Purpose and any 
relevant objectives 

The Shires Heritage Inventory (HI) is a database that records documentary and physical evidence, provides a statement of significance and considered 
the level of significance for each place that has been identified as being of cultural heritage significance for the local community.  
The heritage values of the places listed in the HI do not have any legal protection unless they are also listed in the Shires heritage list under the local 
planning scheme, and/or have been separately entered in the State Register of Heritage Places.  

Any other 
considerations 
relevant to the study 
area(s) and project 
outcomes 

The following places are identified in the Shires HI and are located within the 
Witchcliffe study area: 
Darnell’s General Store, Lot 6 (no.3) Redgate Road, Witchcliffe (p.499) 

Year 
constructed 

1927 

Heritage 
listing 

State Register of Heritage Places #04946 

Statement of 
significance 

• The place is a fine representative example of 
building construction associated with timber towns 
and Group Settlements  

• The place is a good representative example of a 
mode of trading that was once common in the late 
nineteenth century to the middle of the twentieth 
century, but is now rare, where goods and services 
were offered over the counter and from display 
cabinets by sales assistants  

Integrity Medium - the use has been altered, but the original use 
is still clearly evident through interpretation of the 
fabric.  

Authenticity High: The original/significant fabric is largely intact  

Level of 
significance 

Exceptional - Essential to the heritage of the locality. 
Rare or outstanding example.  

Materials Walls – timber (weatherboard) 
Roof – Metal (corrugated iron) 

Architectural 
style 

Interwar Vernacular  

Physical 
condition 
and 
description 

•  Poor condition 

• The main store is a double volume timber framed 
structure with a gabled corrugated iron roof, without 
gutters and the roof runs along the north-south axis.  

The following places are identified in the Shires HI and are located 
within the Augusta study area:  
Augusta Hotel – Lot 59 (no49) Blackwood Avenue, Augusta (pg.111) 

Year 
constructed 

1912 

Heritage 
listing 

HCWA listed (not State Register or in assessment 
program) 

Statement of 
significance 

• Continuously used as a local hostel/hotel 
since 1912 

• First licenced hotel in Margaret river region 
(from 1923) 

• Early evidence of the development of the town 
as a tourist destination 

Integrity High – original use maintained 

Authenticity Low - the place has been considerably altered 
with the loss of significant fabric. The original 
intent/character is no longer clearly evident. 

Level of 
significance 

Comparable - very important to the heritage of 
the locality. 

Materials Walls – stone (painted)  
Roof – metal (corrugated iron).  

Architectural 
style 

Obscured by later additions in various styles.  
 

Physical 
condition 
and 
description 

• Good condition 

• Made up of a number of different building 
stages, including elements of original, single-
storey stone building. 

• Original cast-iron wall vents 



• The front of the building has a full-length verandah 
with a bitumen-paved floor, timber posts and a low 
pitched iron roof.  

• large fixed glazed shop windows then double hung 
sash windows and two four panel doors  

 
Samworth’s shop (former) / Druids Hall, Lot 700  Bussell Highway, Witchcliffe 
(p.515) 

Year 
constructed 

1922 

Heritage 
listing 

HCWA listed (not State Register or in assessment 
program) 

Statement of 
significance 

• As one of only a few recorded surviving 
examples of the local stores established to 
serve the needs of the Group Settlements in 
the 1920s.  

• As a long-standing focal gathering point for 
the members the community.  

Integrity Medium - The use has been altered, but the 
original use is still clearly evident through 
interpretation of the fabric.  

Authenticity Medium - The place has had some alterations, 
but the original intent/character is still clearly 
evident.  

Level of 
significance 

Moderate - Contributes to the heritage of the 
locality.  

Materials Walls – timber (weatherboard) 
Roof – Metal (corrugated iron) 

Architectural 
style 

Interwar (functional) 

Physical 
condition 
and 
description 

Good condition 
  

 

• Vertically proportioned souble-hung timeber 
windows with 8 panes to the upper panel and 
2 to the lower 

• Original entrance door with diamond pattern 
highlights 

• Additions from latter half of 20th century 
include large masonry posts to the front 
verandah; a second story addition; a low 
pitched gable rood; simple rectangular metal 
framed windows; a single storey bottle shop 
addition,  

 
Lumen Christi Catholic Church, Lot 1 (no.19) Green Street (cnr 
Blackwood Ave), Augusta (p.153) 

Year 
constructed 

1985 

Heritage 
listing 

None 

Statement of 
significance 

• For its social and religious role amongst the 
local catholic population 

• For its social value in providing other groups 
in Augusta with facilities for various functions 

• For its innovative use of rammed lime sand 
(reflecting the trend towards the use of 
alternative building materials in the Shire in the 
latter part of the 20th century).  

Integrity High – original use is maintained 

Authenticity High – the original/significant fabric is largely 
intact 

Level of 
significance 

Some – Some contribution to heritage of locality  

Materials Walls – earth (rammed lime sand) 
Roof – Metal (pre-painted corrugated steel 

Architectural 
style 

Post war ecclesiastical  



Witchcliffe CWA Hall, Lot 30 Redgate Road, Witchcliffe (pg. 519) 

Year 
constructed 

1936 

Heritage 
listing 

HCWA listed (not State Register or in assessment 
program) 

Statement of 
significance 

• As a highly authentic and intact example of an 
inter-war CWA Hall.  

• As a long-standing focal gathering point for 
the women of the community.  

• For its association with the efforts and 
influence of the women of the district; their 
social and economic contribution to Witchcliffe 
and surrounding areas.  

Integrity High - The original use has been maintained 

Authenticity High - The original/significant fabric is largely 
intact.  

Level of 
significance 

Considerable - Very important to the heritage of 
the locality.  

Materials Walls – Timber (weatherboard) 
Roof – Metal (corrugated iron) 

Architectural 
style 

Inter-war (functional)  

Physical 
condition 
and 
description 

• Poor condition 

• a single storey, bevel-edged weatherboard 
building with a painted corrugated iron gable 
roof.  

• The main faca̧de has a projecting porch 
enclosed on either side with weatherboards  

• The front posts to the porch are tapered and 
the gable front has battened flat sheet fibrous 
cement over weatherboard (which supports a 
sign with the CWA insignia).  

• Inside the porch there is a timber bench on 
either side and central double timber doors.  

Physical 
condition 
and 
description 

• Good condition 

• Two levels accommodated by the slope of the 
site 

• Main upper area has a roughly square plan 
form and accommodated the church, function 
room and office 

• Linear return verandah supported by circular 
concrete columns 

• Vehicular access is defined by a prominent 
raised portico 

• Walls constructed of rammed lime sand 

• Hipped roof features a central raised lantern 
with narrow skylights and is clad with 
Colourbond. 

 



• Either side of the porch there are double 
casement windows with three-panes per 
panel.  

 

 
 

Document Title 08. Rural Hamlet Design Handbook 

Purpose and any 
relevant objectives 

Prepared by Common Ground Studio for the Shire of Augusta Margaret River, the Rural Hamlet Design Handbook (RHDH) were prepared to reflect the 
steps an applicant should follow in the creation of a Rural Hamlet.  
The RHDH is used by the Shire as a guiding document for development in new residential growth areas to ensure that new development outcomes in 
urban growth areas (as specified in the Shires Local Planning Strategy Map) are of a high quality, provide a high level of amenity to residents, and achieve 
the Shire’s sustainability objectives.  
One of the primary objectives of the RHDH is to provide architectural direction for developing a “sense of place” in new developments that reflects and 
enhances the values and aesthetics of the Margaret River – Augusta Region. The handbook states ‘the architectural place making should complement and 
consolidate the character and natural beauty of the existing village and natural environment, instead of imposing an “out of place” sprawl of suburban 
project homes.  

Any other 
considerations 
relevant to the study 
area(s) and project 
outcomes 

The RHDH provides an architectural detail checklist (appendix B, p.186) which is used to make an environmentally and culturally appropriate design 
standard in hamlet development projects. The objectives of the checklist are to: 

• Develop an architectural language that makes the built form fit with the environment; 

• Provide attention to detail in built form execution; 

• Provide a use of styles, details and materials; and 

• To create a Margaret River / down south style and look that avoids ‘internationalisation’ of the streetscape by appropriate architectural styles, 
materials and signage.  

The following table provides a summary of the architectural detail checklist and includes elements considered relevant to this project.   

Building 
response: 
overarching 
architectural 
elements 

• Simple geometric volumes and vertical elements; 
• Predominantly metal sheeting; 
• Loft spaces; 
• Deep overhangs of roof structures; 
• A mixture of masonry and timber wall elements  
• Garden walls used as linking elements; 
• Small punctured openings and double volume openings; 
• Recessed windows and doors; 
• Windows vertical (rectangular) rather than horizontal; 
• Dormer windows; 
• Balconies and verandahs; 



• Shutters to control sun; and 
• Large building volumes broken up into parts. 

Roofs • Predominantly steeper pitched roofs as found in barns, using their form to create useable loft spaces; 
• Flat roofs are discouraged except on small areas, where used in conjunction with other roof types or where used as roof gardens and 

outdoor living areas; 
• Unusable low angle roofs and very steep pitches (e.g. A-frames) are generally not considered appropriate; 
• Materials used feature non-reflective, subdued earth colours; and 
• Dormers, lean-to’s, verandahs, balconies, chimneys and other devices that are compatible in height and material with the buildings used 

to break up large expanses. 

Walls • Wall materials focus on authentically constructed methods and constitute those nearest to a natural state as possible; 
• Provide deep recesses for doors and windows; 
• Wood that’s been treated in natural colours; 
• Metals that feature earth tones and are non- reflective; 
• Stone structural in appearance; and 
• Brick either bagged or plastered. 

Building materials • Materials have honesty and integrity, with an ability to weather rather than get old; 
• Singular buildings have a limited palette of materials; 
• Limestone preferred masonry elements; and 
• Mixes of cladding materials, unrelated to structural expressions, are avoided. 

Windows and 
doors 

• Fenestration is encouraged to remain simple in design; 
• Openings characterised by one of the following two approaches: (a) large glazed openings in the wall (e.g. loft space or double volume 

glazing) or contrasted by (b) carefully positioned small punctured openings within walls;  
• Window and door openings recessed sufficiently to provide rain protection; 
• Large areas of glass shaded by overhangs, balconies, louvres, shutters and porches to minimise visibility from off site; 
• Most windows vertical rather than horizontal; 
• Timber materials used, particularly for windows; 
• Glass non-reflective coated and tinted to control solar heat gain, but without a mirrored appearance; 
• Glass entryway doors only used in retail entrance doors as part of a glazed façade. Glass entry doors avoided in residential buildings; 

and 
• Ground floor retail spaces allow for a large percentage of glazed frontages onto streets and public spaces. 

Signage • Signage is designed into the structure of the building as part of the building aesthetic and colour palette;  
• Limited range of colours been used in the sign, with bright or overpowering colours avoided; 
• Dominance of the building facade by the size or position of signage is avoided; and 
• Signage graphics are as simple as possible with limited text.  They should only include the company/ place of interest/street etc. 

Information such as contact details or branding slogans are considered inappropriate.  
 



 
 
 

Document Title 08. Witchcliffe Public Amenities – Schematic Design Drawings 

Any considerations 
relevant to the study 
area(s) and project 
outcomes 

Schematic drawings of a new ablution block have been prepared by Willcox & Associates for the Shire. The schematic drawing plan sees the existing 
public toilet facilities located on Lot 50 Bussell Highway (next to the CWA Hall) demolished and replaced with upgraded bathroom facilities. Details on the 
design of the new facility are as follows:  

• Existing public toilet facility demolished; 

• Existing septic tanks retained; 

• Existing water tank relocated to northern boundary fence line behind the new toilet facility alongside another new water tank of the same size (3.6m in 
diamter) 

• Two smaller rainwater tanks located on either side of the new public toilet facility.  

• Two water closets (WC), two ambulant water closets (AWC), and one Unisex Accessible Toilet (UAT) with a baby changing table.  

• Three undercover wash basins.  
Materials: 

• Washed aggregate concrete paving 

• Colourbond roof (Dune Matt colour) 

• Painted acrylic rendered wall panelling 

• Timber battens 

• Colourbond steel (Silver) 

 
 

Document Title 09. Shire of Augusta Margaret River Local Planning Policy 22 – Witchcliffe Ecovillage 

Purpose and any 
relevant objectives 

The Shires Witchcliffe Ecovillage Policy describes the variations to the Residential Design Codes Vol. 1 for the residential component of the Witchcliffe 
Ecovillage, a unique residential development focussed on sustainable living. The policy is used to achieve blanket WAPC approval, with the variations 
implemented through subsequent LDP’s.  
The policy applies to any residential development within the Witchcliffe Ecovillage within the residential area of the adopted Witchcliffe Ecovillage Structure 
Plan 2017, including any revisions.  
The objectives of the policy is to outline the variations to the SPP7.3. These include: 

• Facilitate more energy-efficient, sustainable housing design.  

• Reduce dependence on private vehicles.  



• Allow for innovative water-sensitive urban design solutions to drainage.  

• Encourage resident interaction to improve social cohesion by reducing visual and  

• physical barriers between homes.  

• Encourage local growing of fresh produce.  

• Encourage the provision of a variety of housing sizes and configurations.  

Any other 
considerations 
relevant to the study 
area(s) and project 
outcomes 

The following outlines the policy variations to the deemed to comply provisions of the R-Codes which are considered relevant to this project.  

• (C3.1) Parking - All dwellings can substitute one (1) required car bay for two (2) covered, designated bicycle or motorcycle bays.  

• (C3.2) visitor parking -  On-site visitor bays not required for Grouped Dwellings  

• (C5.5) Vehicular access - Shared driveways not required to be designed to allow vehicles to pass in opposite directions (limited in width to 3.5m 
pavements).  

• (C3) Outbuildings - On lots larger than 800m2, outbuildings up to 100m2 are allowed.  
 
 

Document Title 10. Witchcliffe Ecovillage Structure Plan 

Purpose and any 
relevant objectives 

Endorsed by the WAPC in 2018, the Witchcliffe Ecovillage Structure Plan relates to Lots 2807 and 2812 Bussell Highway, Witchcliffe. The structure plan 
includes the development of an approximately 360 lot strata titled Ecovillage subdivision on 119.11 ha of land previously zoned Priority Agriculture in LPS1. 
The residential lots range in size from 360sqm to 2000sqm.   
Specifically, the structure plan includes a portion the land (60.41 ha) adjacent to the existing Witchcliffe townsite as suitable land for residential 
development as an ecovillage. This area is approved to be constructed clusters of strata title lots surrounding productive community gardens, with a 
community centre and village square at the heart of the development. The land outside of this area is not identified for residential development, and will be 
developed as non-residential strata agricultural lots, conservation zones, ecovillage communal purposes and wastewater treatment dispersal.  

Any other 
considerations 
relevant to the study 
area(s) and project 
outcomes 

The Structure plan includes a number of strategies / design initiatives to promote and enhance the character and identity of Witchcliffe, these can be 
summarised as follows: 

• Promoting sustainable communities through an innovative nodal settlement design 

• Reinforcing the character, function and focus of the existing town centre by providing ‘Village centre’ lots and a Village Square to the east of 
Shervington Ave (adjacent to the existing town centre). Plans include a public oval to provide community activities and infrastructure for the whole 
Witchcliffe area. 

• The mandating of comprehensive design guidelines to ensure a high level of sustainability is achieved at household level, as well as to ensure that the 
Ecovillage consolidates and enhances the existing character of Witchcliffe;  

• A community orientated village that complements the strong sense of place and character of Witchcliffe through the quality of design of built form and 
landscaping;  

• Lower density Lifestyle lots abutting Bussell Hwy to the north and south of Witchcliffe, as well as a vegetation buffer between the lots and the highway, 
will enhance the visual approach to Witchcliffe via Bussell Hwy, and preserve its existing small town character 



• Agricultural land and conservation areas to provide visual buffers to the north, east and south of the development, in order to preserve the rural 
character and amenity of the adjoining rural landscape. 

 
 

Document Title 11. Witchcliffe Ecovillage Building Design Guidelines 

Purpose and any 
relevant objectives 

The purpose of the Witchcliffe Ecovillage Building Design Guidelines (Design Guidelines) is to ensure that the built form and landscaping of the Ecovillage 
reflects the strong vision of sustainability and the rural village character set for the development. The Design Guidelines apply to all residential buildings in 
the Ecovillage and aim to assist owners, designers and builders create aesthetically harmonious buildings that are solar passive, efficient, affordable, and 
comfortable to live and work in.  
 
The Ecovillage includes residential clusters of various lot sizes. Each cluster is designed around a network of wavy garden paths providing safe pedestrian 
and bike trials throughout the Ecovillage. Lot sizes fall into the following three types:  

• Groupies: designed to provide an affordable option within the village at 360sqm;  

• Cottages: lots which includes direct access into the community gardens and shared path network at 450-675sqm; and 

• Family: lots which open directly into the landscaped community gardens and path networks at 750-1,000sqm. 
Section 2.3 Ecovillage Architectural Character outlines the aims and objectives for the architectural style and character for buildings within the Ecovillage. 
This can be summarised as follows: ‘Buildings should generally reflect the rustic aesthetic of a small South West village, without needing to replicate or 
mimic existing building forms. Attention should be given to simplicity of form, expression of natural materials, harmonious proportions, and careful 
rendering of details and finishes on building facades.’ 

Any other 
considerations 
relevant to the study 
area(s) and project 
outcomes 

Part B ‘Designing your home’ of the Design Guidelines deals with the specific design requirements for new residential buildings in the Ecovillage. 
Specifically, it provides objectives, design guidance (non-mandatory) and design requirements (mandatory or minimum building standards) for new 
dwellings. The following elements, objectives, design guidance and requirements are considered relevant to this project. 
Fencing Requirements: 

• To be made of natural materials that are compatible with the intended rustic aesthetic such as timber, wire, brush, stone, earth, recycled Zincalume 
panels, etc., NOT Colourbond steel sheeting or fibre cement boards. 

• Retaining walls to be constructed of granite or natural limestone stonework, recycled masonry or rammed earth using local clay, NOT reconstituted 
limestone blocks, concrete, or post and panel configurations.  

• A functional gate / accessway must be provided and maintained between the private lot and the Exclusive Use gardening area  

• Creative configurations and clever uses of recycled materials is encouraged.  
Service infrastructure: 

• Aside from solar panels, solar hot water systems and unpainted metal rainwater tanks, all external fixtures must be screen from the street and 
pedestrian walkways.  

Driveways:  



• Driveway material must be paved, bitumen, concrete or compacted gravel (Bitumen paving must be of red-brown in colour, with red oxide added, 
rather than black).  

Building facades: 

• Keep the main building volume simple and attach external elements to break up king walls or add shadow lines, such as verandahs, balconies, louvers, 
shade structures, awnings, and bay or dormer windows; 

• Arrange windows and doors to achieve a visually balanced composition (symmetrical or asymmetrical) 

• Windows should generally be rectangular with a vertical proportion 

• Avoid overtly expressed period or regional styles (e.g. Federation, Tuscan, etc.,) as these are not considered consistent with the Ecovillage aesthetic or 
rural character of the region; 

• Double storey porticos are not allowed.  
Roof forms: 

• Keep roof forms clear and simple, with one roof type / form clearly dominant and all others minor 

• Hip roofs are not consistent with the Ecovillage architectural character 

• The preferred and recommended Ecovillage roof forms are Steep (30°- 45°) symmetrical, double pitch gable roofs with overhanging eaves at gable 
ends; Skillion (10°-15°) with overhanging eaves; and Skillion (20°-25°) with lean to or split gable with overhanging eaves.  

• Butterfly, saw tooth, flat roof forms and other configurations with box gutters over internal spaces are not recommended due to the risk of leakage 
during heavy rain events.  

• Flat and skillion roofs must demonstrate aesthetic and functional accommodation of PVs and gutters for rainwater collection.  
Roofing materials: 

• Roofing material must be zincalume sheeting (not galvanised or Colorbond).  

• Allowable metal profiles are corrugated or standing seam.  
Window frames: 

• Window frames are made from sustainably sourced timber, lead-free UPVC or aluminium.  
Exterior wall finish: 

• Metal sheeting for cladding is only permitted on sheds / outbuildings, excluding ancillary dwellings. 

• Any external brick walls must use recycled or mud brick.  

• The following cladding materials are permitted: Timber cladding, Modified / manufactured wood cladding and Fibre cement cladding 
Colour: 

• If painted, external walls should be predominately light or mid-tone with some allowance for feature elements of brighter colour or darker tone.  

• Contrasting colours are allowed on trim and elements such as fascia boards, downpipes, window frames, architraves, balustrades, etc.  

• Dark timber finishes are permitted, as are untreated hardwood weatherboards.  



• Avoid larger areas of bright, stark, or incongruous colours that do not suit the overall naturalistic palette of the Ecovillage.  
Gable ends and Eaves:  

• “Boxed” eaves should be avoided, or closed with a flat soffit with raised heel,  

• Gable ends should be of a consistent exterior material  

 
 
 

Document Title 11. Shire of Augusta Margaret River Witchcliffe Village Strategy 

Purpose and any 
relevant objectives 

Initially adopted in 2006, and then comprehensively reviewed in 2012, The Witchcliffe Village Strategy (Strategy) is a land use planning instrument which is 
intended to guide the planning and development of Witchcliffe until 2031. The vision and objectives of the Strategy is to “create a vibrant rural village within 
a forest and farm setting, with respect for the physical, environmental, and landscape character of the area, diversity in lifestyle choice and facilities, a 
strong sense of belonging, nurturing and celebrating local talent and industry, providing tourism experiences, and promoting human spirit.”  
The following planning objectives from the Strategy are considered relevant to the character study and streetscape concept plan: 

• Expand Witchcliffe as a rural village with residential development focussed in cells that are generally defined by natural environmental corridors and 
buffers.  

• Maintain rural village amenity with a balance between enclave style development to consolidated urban form by providing residential cells that are 
within close proximity and connected to the village centre  

• Promote the development of a vibrant and desirable village centre by facilitating the rejuvenation of commercial and tourist uses on Bussell Highway.  

• Provide for landscape buffers and welcoming entry statements at the northern and southern entry points to the village.  

Relevant physical 
strategies/actions 
in the study area(s) 

The Strategy identifies a number of precincts and residential cells for Witchcliffe, with guidelines applying to specific precincts/cells and providing 
guidance of the development of the village centre, location and density of residential, commercial, tourist development and the transport network. The 
following guidelines / key features for precincts located within the study areas are considered relevant to this project. 
Heritage precinct/village centre 

• Character to be enhanced through design guidelines and planning criteria.  

• New development will be guided by the introduction of design guidelines, planning criteria and/or controls.  

• Existing lots fronting Bussell Highway to be included in a mixed use zone that comprises retail, tourist accommodation, tourist shops, offices and car 
parking.  

• Encourage transformation of historic buildings to promote refurbishment i.e. the ongoing use of Darnell’s Store would be beneficial to sustain its heritage 
values and ensure its survival.  

• Retention of existing lot sizes.  

• Provision/contributions to be made at the development stage towards the development of parking, pedestrian/cycle paths and the rear laneway.  

• Pedestrian link to cultural/civic/school precinct.  



• All existing rights-of-way in the Village Centre should be retained in view of the function and character they contribute.  

• Prepare Village Centre guidelines to:  
- enhance the historic character of the village.  
- establish detailed design and architectural guidance for new development.  
- establish a theme for development that reflects the heritage and character of the  
- existing village and the visions of the community.  
- outline landscaping requirements along Bussell Highway.  
- recommend appropriate street furniture and paving.  
- establish the need for pedestrian refuges and traffic management mechanisms.  
- design the detailed treatment of road reserves.  
- provide rear laneway access for commercial lots fronting Bussell Highway and major roads to facilitate rear parking areas.  
- consider consolidation of parking at the rear of commercial development that provides for buildings to address the street frontage, minimises 

crossover locations, and provides for development to front Bussell Highway without the need for Bussell Highway access.  
Existing residential precinct 

• Residential use with encouragement of home business, studios.  

• Heritage/village character.  

• Established vegetation/landscapes.  

• Existing lot sizes to be retained.  

• Two storey development permissible.  

• Pedestrian/cyclist movement connecting to Redgate Road, ’Rails to Trails’ and environmental corridor.  
Other commercial 

• The existing agricultural-focused businesses in the village centre provide agricultural supplies and services to the surrounding rural hinterland. These 
uses should be encouraged to continue and expand to the east of the Highway north of Shervington Avenue.  

• Appropriate uses include light industry and showroom/trade display.  

• Retail component to be at the front with frontage to Bussell Highway or Shervington Avenue.  

• Light industrial activity to be located at the rear and not fronting Highway/street.  

• Rear laneway to be encouraged.  

• Direct vehicular access to Bussell Highway to be discouraged.  

Any other 
considerations 

Future residential development 



relevant to the study 
area(s) and project 
outcomes 

The Strategy identifies 10 residential cells. There is a strong emphasis the natural environment corridors and/or buffers surrounding these residential cells, 
and retain the rural village amenity and lower density residential development. Development which responds to the provisions of the Shires Rural Hamlet 
Design Handbook is encourages for some of these residential development cells.  
Traffic management 
In relation to Bussell Highway, the community have significant concerns towards the speed of traffic as it passes through the village, creating noise and 
safety concerns. These issues will likely increase as the village expands. The retention of the existing village centre for general commercial uses will 
increase traffic movement; however the benefits of developing the existing commercial area outweighed the traffic issues in this instance.  
It is proposed to establish a traffic calming and welcoming entry statement on Bussell Highway on the close approach to the village centre to slow traffic 
down and announce the entrance to Witchcliffe. While roundabouts were suggested as a part of the initial Concept Plan, these were not favoured by the 
community at the second workshop/presentation.  
Staging and development contributions to facilities 
A preliminary Community Facilities Plan for Witchcliffe was prepared in 2008 which identified a community facility strategy for the village based on a review 
of relevant reports, the results of an audit of existing community facilities, a local and district level service/standards analysis and community consultation. 
The following community items from the Community facilities plan are considered relevant to the Witchcliffe village centre. 

• conservation of Witchcliffe Hall to enable it to accommodate some specific activities (small group meetings, craft activities, art/heritage exhibitions).  

• walking and cycle paths linking residential cells with key local facilities within Witchcliffe, as well as providing connections to district and regional 
destinations.  

 

Document Title 12. Augusta Townsite Strategy  

Purpose and any 
relevant objectives 

Adopted in 2008, the Augusta Townsite Strategy (Strategy) is a land use planning instrument to provide the basis for future development of the Augusta 
Townsite. Key objectives of the Strategy related to this project include the following: 

• Ensure that Augusta maintains its identity and physical attributes;  

• Ensure that future development builds upon the positive elements of the town’s existing structure and seek to better address the negative features i.e. 
accessibility;  

• Strengthen the original structure of the settlement and its relationship to the surrounding natural environment; and 

• Enhance and focus retail and commercial development within the village centre;  

Any other 
considerations 
relevant to the study 
area(s) and project 
outcomes 

The Strategy provides a list of built form objectives and policies for the Augusta Town Centre Precinct. Built form objectives and policies relevant to this 
project can be summarised a follows:   

• To ensure that development within the town centre integrates with the traditional urban character of Augusta 

• Ground floor retail/commercial shopfronts particularly along Blackwood Avenue should be consistent to provide uniformity in the street alignment, whilst 
avoiding extreme repetition  

• Continuous awnings and colonnades should be provided for pedestrian comfort and continuity in the streetscape  

• Building design and built alignment should enhance the streetscape character of the area by encouraging built form coherence whilst avoiding 
repetition  



• New developments should seek to complement the established pattern of setbacks within the town center (nil ground floor setback (max 0.6m), 4m first 
floor setback) 

• Side and rear setbacks for developments within the town centre should be treated through colour, modulation and articulation, and lined with build- to-
lines  

• Consistent street tree planting of Peppermint trees  
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Appendix B
CONSULTATION SUMMARY



Consultation Summary 
Witchcliffe and Augusta Character Studies



Background 

Each place in the Shire has its own distinct character 

and lifestyle.

In order to look after the things that contribute to this 

unique character, the Shire is preparing character 

studies to help identify the qualities that define these 

townsites, starting with Witchcliffe and Augusta. 

The Character Studies will provide an overview of the 

built, natural and experiential elements that contribute 

to sense of place. The outcomes of the character 

studies will inform future Shire projects to ensure they 

are sensitive to the individual character of the Shire’s 

Townsites.

Process

Before starting work on the Character Study the 

community was asked which built and natural 

elements contributed to the character of the towns, 

as well as the activities they would do on a typical day 

in these places. 

Consultation for the project was promoted the 

following ways:

• Letters sent to the residents of Witchcliffe and the 
residents within the study area in Augusta.

• Email’s sent to the key interest groups and 
stakeholders in the respective towns. 

• Promoted on the Shire’s Facebook page.

• Advertised in the Augusta Margaret River Times 

and in the Pelican Post.

The consultation period ran between the 14 March 

– 4 April 2022, with residents asked to complete a 

short survey, or provide information on an interactive 

map on the Shire’s Your Say page. Online meetings 

where also offered to residents.  

The consultation centered around the following 

questions:

1. What built or natural features do you feel 

represent Witchcliffe’s/Augusta’s unique 

character?

(eg. Built features are things like buildings, 

landscaping materials, colours, public artworks, 

fencing, street furniture etc)

(eg. Natural features are things like plant species, 

landscaping themes, established trees etc)

2. What types of things do you typically do in 

Witchcliffe/Augusta town centre?

(eg. Places you like to sit, gather, visit, or things 

you like to see and do etc)



Consultation Outcomes

The Shire received 38 survey responses for 

Witchcliffe, with 25 locations identified on the 

interactive map, and 27 survey responses for 

Augusta, with 21 locations identified on the interactive 

map. Staff also met with two community members 

from Witchcliffe and two community members from 

Augusta.   

Analysis of the results involved tallying the number 

of times that a particular built or natural item, or 

experience was mentioned. A small number of 

responses were grouped, particularly where the 

responses where general and did not refer to a 

specific feature, place or experience.  

For Witchcliffe, 26 (68%) of respondents lived in the 

townsite, with 4 responses received from Margaret 

River, three from Perth and individual responses from 

Gnarabup, Brisbane, Coburg, (Victoria) and one 

undisclosed.

In broad terms, the response for Witchcliffe 

highlighted the heritage buildings and boutique stores 

as central to the character, supported by elements 

of the towns rural history, bushland and tree canopy 

bordering the town. The town is used as a meeting 

and gathering place for its residents. 

Of the responses to the Witchcliffe Survey, 92% of 

respondents have lived in the town for 10 years or 

less. Irrespective of the time lived in the town, the 

collective historic buildings and Yardbyrd featured in 

the responses provided.  

In the case of Augusta, 21 (77%) of respondents lived 

in Augusta, with 3 responses received from Margaret 

River, and individual responses from Bunbury, 

Karridale and Perth.

The responses from Augusta focused on the 

interaction with the surrounding natural environment, 

slightly further afield. The responses indicated that the 

Augusta townsite supports this interaction with more 

day to day uses rather than being a destination itself.  

There was greater variation in the amount of time 

respondents had lived in Augusta, however the 

responses where quite consistent regardless. The 

Blackwood River, Lighthouse, Scenic Coastline, 

Harbour, Natural Bushland/Forest and walks along 

the river were mentioned irrespective of the length of 

time residing in the town.  

The most popular responses for each of the townsites 

has been provided overleaf, with the full list of 

responses provided at Appendix 1. 

Next Steps

The consultation outcomes have been provided to 

the consultants working with the Shire on this project, 

who will use this alongside their analysis to compile a 

draft character study for each of the townsites. 

The draft versions will be released for further public 

comment, which is expected to occur early to mid 

May 2022.
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Figure 1 - Witchliffe Study Area

Consultation Outcomes - Witchcliffe

Item - Built Votes

1. Druids Hall 14

2. Historic Buildings (collectively) 12

3. Darnell's Store 10

4. Flying Wardrobe 10

5. Yardbyrd 8

6. Rural Character, Old Farm 
Machinery Yards

8

7. Older dwellings 7

8. Candleshop Building (Margaret River 
Candle Company)

6

9. CWA Hall 6

10. Width of Highway with Parking 
alongside

5

Item - Natural Votes

1. Native Vegetation/Bushland 13

2. Wadandi Track 11

3. Treelines (along Redgate Road, 
bordering Townsite)

10

4. Half wine barrell planters 8

5. Druids Hall Park 6

Item - Natural cont. Votes

6. Rural Outlooks - Open Spaces of 
Surrounding Farms

6

7. Established Trees (specific examples 
annotated)

5

8. Wildlife (not annotated) 4

9. Redgate Beach (not annotated) 4

10. Cottage Style Gardens (not 
annotated)

5

Item - Things to do Votes

1. Café (Yardbyrd) 26

2. Wadandi Track 18

3. Flying Wardrobe 12

4. Witchy Pies 9

5. Petrol Station/Post Office 9

6. Walking Main Street and 
surrounding streets

7

7. Bottleshop 6

8. Visit Druids Hall and Park Area 
(Events)

5

9. Tiny Store (Laneway Secondhand 
Shop)

4
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Figure 2 - Augusta Study Area

Consultation Outcomes - Augusta

Item - Built Votes

1. Lighthouse 15

2. Old Town Jetty 7

3. Weatherboard Houses/Old Coastal 
Cottages (not annotated)

6

4. Augusta Hotel 6

5. Marina 6

6. Colourpatch Cafe 4

7. European History (not annotated) 4

8. Waterwheel 4

9. Augusta Wall of Faces, other murals 3

Item - Natural Votes

1. Blackwood River (and its proximity 
to Town)

14

2. Scenic Coastline 14

3. Natural Bushland/Forest 13

4. River and Ocean Walk Paths 10

5. Flinders Bay (specific mention of 
Grannys Pool)

10

6. Outlook From Town 8

7. Colourpatch 7

Item - Natural cont. Votes

8. Whales (not annotated) 4

9. Wind (not annotated) 3

10. Leeuwin Naturaliste Ridge 3

Item - Things to do Votes

1. Walks along the River 11

2. Bushwalks 9

3. Shop for day to day needs 9

4. Beach Walk 7

5. Coffee at Cafe 9

6. Fishing/Diving 7

7. Lions Bookshop/Shop 6

8. Visit oval, watch sport 4

9. Old Town Jetty 4

10. Colourpatch 4

11. Boating/Rowing/Kayaking 4

12. Surfing/Stand Up Paddle Boarding 
(not annotated)

4

13. Beach (swimming, sitting) 4

4

2

9

8

7

5

9

5

3



 Appendix 1 - Overall Results,  Witchcliffe

Item - Built Votes

1. Druids Hall 14

2. Historic Buildings (collectively) 12

3. Darnell's Store 10

4. Flying Wardrobe 10

5. Yardbyrd 8

6. Rural Character, Old Farm 
Machinery Yards

8

7. Older dwellings (timber, 30 degree 
roof pitch, simple, unassuming)

7

8. Candleshop Building (Margaret River 
Candle Company)

6

9. CWA Hall 6

10. Width of Highway with Parking 
alongside

5

11. Timber (as a building material) 5

12. Artworks and Metal Sculptures 
(Outside Darnell’s, Fuel Station, 
Candle Shop and Hardware 
Creative, mural at Catering Hire, 
Witch themed Sculptures)

5

13. Ecovillage 5

14. Low Level of Servicing (water tanks, 
informality of roads) 

4

15. Tiny Store (Laneway Secondhand 
Shop)

4

16. Red Cross Building 4

17. Bottleshop (Witchy Liquor Store) 4

18. Picket/Low Fences 3

19. Verandahs over the Footpath 3

20. Witch Theme in Signage 3

21. Witchy Pies 3

22. Natural Building Materials 2

23. Post Office 2

24. Redgate Road 2

25. Fire Brigade 2

26. Sheet Metal (as a building material) 2

27. Davis Road Tip 1

28. Muted Colours 1

29. Windmills 1

30. Reclaimed Building Materials 1

31. Hardware Creative 1

32. Witchcliffe Chapel (Old Wholefoods) 1

33. McHenry Hohnen Cellar Door 1

34. Polocrosse Field 1

35. Minimal Signage 1

Item - Built cont. Votes

36. Bushpoles as a Building Material 1

37. Quiet Streets and Lanes 1

38. East Witchliffe Mill 1

39 17 Dempstrer Drive, Reserve on 
Regate

1

Item - Natural Votes

1. Native Vegetation/Bushland 13

2. Wadandi Track 11

3. Treelines (along Redgate Road, 
bordering Townsite)

10

4. Half wine barrell planters 8

5. Druids Hall Park 6

6. Rural Outlooks - Open Spaces of 
Surrounding Farms

6

7. Established Trees (including Walnut 
Tree at Yardbyrd, Decidious Trees, 
Gioant Poplar on the corner of 
Shervington)

5

8. Wildlife 4

9. Redgate Beach 4

10. Cottage Style Gardens 5

11. Rock/Stone Walls 3

12. Informal Bush Tracks 2

13. Devils Liar and Indigenous History 2

14. Stingray Dam (Ecovillage) 1

15. Boodjidup Brook 1

Item - Things to do Votes

1. Café (Yardbyrd) 26

2. Wadandi Track 18

3. Flying Wardrobe 12

4. Witchy Pies 9

5. Petrol Station/Post Office 9

6. Walking Main Street and 
surrounding streets

7

7. Bottleshop 6

8. Visit Druids Hall and Park Area 
(Events)

5

9. Tiny Store (Laneway Secondhand 
Shop)

4

10. Candle Shop 3

11. Visit Ecovillage 3

12. Redgate Beach 3



Item - Things to do Votes

13. Red Cross 2

14. Food Vans (Parked at former John 
Deere Site)

2

15. Catch Bus 2

16. Tennis 2

17. Cookies Galore 1

18. McHenry Honen Cellar Door 1

19. Swim in Stingray Dam (Ecovillage) 1

20. Bike Shop 1

21. Rope swing to west of Town 
(location not specified)

1

22. Visit Darnell’s 1

23. Caves 1

24. Community Gathering (location not 
specified)

1

25. Polocrosse Field 1

26. Bushwalking east of Reserve on 
Redgate

1

27. Tidy Paws Grooming 1

 Appendix 1 - Overall Results,  Witchcliffe and Augusta 

Overall Results -Augusta 

Item - Built Votes

1. Lighthouse 15

2. Old Town Jetty 7

3. Weatherboard Houses/Old Coastal 
Cottages (not annotated)

6

4. Augusta Hotel 6

5. Marina 6

6. Colourpatch 4

7. European History (not annotated) 4

8. Waterwheel 4

9. Augusta Wall of Faces, other murals 3

10. Golfcourse Lookout 2

11. Existing Parks 2

12. Stopping Points 2

13. Street Furniture with Recycled 
Materials

2

14. Library 1

15. Sporting Facilities 1

16. Children’s Playground 1

17. Old World Charm 1

18 Matthew Flinder’s Lookout 1

Item - Built cont. Votes

19. Main Street 1

20. Post Office 1

21. Caravan Parks 1

22. Post and Rail Fencing 1

23. Bin Covers 1

24. Yacht Club 1

25. Low Rise Buildings 1

26. Augusta Bakery 1

27. Augusta Hardware 1

28. Augusta IGA 1

Item - Natural Votes

1. Blackwood River (and its proximity 
to Town)

14

2. Scenic Coastline 14

3. Natural Bushland/Forest 13

4. River and Ocean Walk Paths 10

5. Flinders Bay (specific mention of 
Grannys Pool)

10

6. Outlook From Town 8

7. Colourpatch 7

8. Whales (not annotated) 4

9. Wind (not annotated) 3

10. Leeuwin Naturaliste Ridge 3

11. Donovan Street Reserve 3

12. Peppermint Trees 2

13. Birdlife 2

14. Dolphins 2

15. Caves (Caves along Blackwood 
River specifically mentioned)

2

16. Granite 1

17. Caves 1

18. Pine Trees 1

19. Verge Gardens with Flowers 1

20. Crepe Myrtle 1

21. Cape Leeuwin 1

22. Hamelin Bay 1

23. Natural Colours 1

24. Wadandi Track 1

25. Flat Rock 1

26. Dead Water 1

27. Karris around Turner Caravan Park 1

28. Wildflowers 1



 Appendix 1 - Overall Results,  Augusta cont.     

Item - Natural cont. Votes

29. Rivermouth 1

30. Vegetation near Waterwheel 
(Western Ground Parrot Habitat)

1

Item - Things to do Votes

1. Walks along the River 11

2. Bushwalks 9

3. Shop for day to day needs 9

4. Beach Walk 7

5. Coffee at Cafe 9

6. Fishing/Diving 7

7. Lions Bookshop/Shop 6

8. Visit oval, watch sport 4

9. Old Town Jetty 4

10. Colourpatch 4

11. Boating/Rowing/Kayaking 4

12. Surfing/Stand Up Paddle Boarding 
(not annotated)

4

13. Beach (swimming, sitting) 4

14. Flinders Bay 3

15. Bikeriding (Ellis to Rivermouth 
specifically mentioned once)

3

16. Hotel 3

17. Whalewatching 2

18. Picnic Spots 2

19. Yoga at Rivermouth 2

20. Mountain Biking 2

21. Library 1

22. Go out for a meal 1

23. Historical Musuem 1

24. Yacht Club 1

25. Kite Surfing 1

26. Coffee at West Bay 1

27. Fish and Chips 1

28. Ragged Robin 1

29. Visit Lighthouse 1

30. Wineries 1

31. Op Shop 1

32. Community Groups/volunteerism 1
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Appendix C
SITE VISIT INITIAL FINDINGS



 

Level 18,191 St Georges Terrace, Perth Western Australia 6000 - PO Box 7375 Cloisters Square, Perth Western Australia 6850 
T. (08) 9289 8300  E. hello@elementwa.com.au  W. elementwa.com.au 

 

SITE VISIT FINDINGS 

Witchcliffe 
Conversations with locals: 
What do you like about Witchcliffe? How would you describe it? 

• Rugged 
• Funky 
• Not too busy 
• Not manicured 
• Not Margaret River 
• Eco Village setbacks between the buildings are too small 

 
Observations: 

• Lots of closed in / enclosed verandahs within front of houses and roofs 
• Lots of chimneys - didn’t have the option in the survey to note 
• Houses are usually elevated from the street, but not greatly 
• Lots of junk / storage in front yards 
• Places not visible from the street due to tall trees, thick vegetation 
• Lots of fences in disrepair 
• Timber posts with metal mesh fencing is common, particularly with hedges and growers 
• Ownership of public realm is very clear - each shop / store takes over the foot path in front of them 
• A lot of the planters are wooden round crates, some have been painted 
• Bins, planters and public amenities are made out of timber - speaks to the houses being made out of 

timber, but also the history of it as a logging town 
• Lots of organic witch sculptures and signs (or assoc. wardrobes, black cats)- people embrace the town’s 

name and identity  
• Antique, old, unfinished, textural, unpolished, mysterious/spooky,  
• Eco living - climate change signs, e-bikes, vintage shop  
• A lot of community meeting places - bikies, e-bike store, yard Byrd, town hall weekly community events, 

pop up stalls, markets 
• Lots of overgrown hedge, tall trees with lots of foliage (droopy) peppermints, willows, tall pines,  
• Lots of wood material (particularly horizontal panels), lots of metal (rusted too) but also mesh 
• Most activity in the morning is around Yardbyrd and Witchy pies, lots of dog walking, then that dies down 

around 10am, and the shops open and come to life  
• Water tanks - lots of water tanks on lots, in the new development, one even being made into a room 

 

Augusta 
Observations: 

• Really strong coastal theme - boats, dolphins, shells 
• Very high use of the jetty - transport, recreation, viewing  
• A lot of cycling in town - less e-bikes than Witchcliffe, a lot of family cycling - some used for food shop at 

IGA with basket 
• A lot of elderly walking around  
• Reading paper in the public realm, more alfresco dining, incidental live music 
• Not on a highway, wider footpaths, more welcoming 
• Cream/salmon colour in buildings, footpath (bricks), pavers, red brick and limestone - navy highlights were 

also common 
• A lot of greenery, not a lot of native greenery - lots of pine trees that talk to historic coastal town routes 
• Views and vistas due to topography, little peeks - missing opportunity to have a view to the inlet 
• Not much public use of the view - mostly private (church, hotel etc.) only public snippets in streets 
• Morning activity on a Sunday, cafes closing before lunch  
• Lots of people walking up and down the hill to the jetty - older people and families too  
• Lots of caravans leaving in the morning (9:30-10am) 
• Curved roof on a lot of awning, matches curve in the streetlights  
• Gable roofs particularly for commercial  
• Weatherboard also common, mostly painted not raw 
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Appendix D
SITE VISIT RAW DATA EXPORT



Land ID Lot number Survey number survey_lab Building Type Land Use Roof Pitch Window Style Roof materials Wall or Facade materials Awnings or Verandahs Number of buildings
1204336 38 27559 D   27559 Residential Residential Gable Vertical emphasis Colorbond_sheets Cladding,Plasterboard Overhang_pitch,Wooden_posts 1
3557219 315 49190 DP  49190 Vacant 0

3557220 316 49190 DP  49190 Vacant 0
1204335 37 27559 D   27559
1204334 39 27559 D   27559 Residential Residential Gable Horizontal emphasis Tiles Brick None 1
1195113 25 22566 D   22566 Residential Residential Gable Vertical emphasis Colorbond_sheets Render,Brick Overhang_flat,Wooden_posts 1
1195112 24 22566 D   22566 Residential Residential Hip Horizontal emphasis Tin,Tiles Plasterboard None 1
1195111 23 22566 D   22566 Residential Residential Gable Vertical emphasis Colorbond_sheets Render,Brick,Weatherboard None 7
1262263 42 60096 D   60096 Residential Residential Hip Vertical emphasis Colorbond_sheets Weatherboard,Cladding Overhang_flat,Metal_posts 1
1180282 3 13913 D   13913
1262265 41 60096 D   60096 Residential Residential Hip Horizontal emphasis Tin Brick,Render Overhang_flat,Wooden_posts 1
1180281 2 13913 D   13913 Commercial / retail Petrol_station,Retail_shop,Resturant Flat Horizontal emphasis Colorbond_sheets Render,Brick,Plasterboard,Timber Overhang_pitch 1
1180280 1 13913 D   13913 Residential Accommodation_units Hip Vertical emphasis Tiles Brick None 7
1208946 33 30044 D   30044 Residential Residential Hip Horizontal emphasis Tiles Brick Overhang_flat 1
1181256 10 14635 D   14635 Residential Accommodation_units Gable Vertical emphasis Tiles Brick Overhang_pitch,Wooden_posts 7
1821396 264 153651 DP 153651 Commercial / retail Retail_shop,Resturant,Bulky_goods,Health Parapet Contemporary  shop front Colorbond_sheets Brick,Render,Steel_metal Overhang_pitch 2
1181257 22 14635 D   14635 Residential Residential,Resturant Hip Horizontal emphasis Tiles Render,Brick Overhang_flat,Metal_posts 1
1180492 11 14035 D   14035 Vacant 0
1180490 12 14035 D   14035 Residential Accommodation_units,Residential Hip Horizontal emphasis Colorbond_sheets Plasterboard Overhang_flat 2
1180489 13 14035 D   14035 Vacant 0
1180488 14 14035 D   14035 Vacant 0
1821398 266 153651 DP 153651 Civic Church Hip Vertical emphasis Colorbond_sheets Brick,Render Overhang_pitch,Metal_posts 2
1180051 21 13753 D   13753 Residential Accommodation_units,Residential Gable Horizontal emphasis Tiles Weatherboard Overhang_flat,Wooden_posts 2
1180052 20 13753 D   13753 Commercial / retail Petrol_station,Retail_shop,Resturant Gable Contemporary  shop front Colorbond_sheets Brick,Glass Overhang_pitch 2
1180050 19 13753 D   13753
1821530 472 32090 D   32090 Vacant 0
1213030 69 32090 D   32090 Residential Residential Gable Vertical emphasis Tiles Plasterboard,Brick,Glass 1
1213025 70 32090 D   32090 Vacant 0
1266199 86 62567 D   62567 Commercial / retail Resturant,Retail_shop Hip Horizontal emphasis Tin Weatherboard,Brick,Render 1
1489674 80 8168 P    8168 Civic Museum Flat Vertical emphasis Colorbond_sheets Brick,Weatherboard None 1
1489669 81 8168 P    8168
1489666 82 8168 P    8168 Vacant 0
1489663 83 8168 P    8168 Vacant 0
1489658 84 8168 P    8168 Commercial / retail Retail_shop Gable Horizontal emphasis Colorbond_sheets Brick Overhang_pitch,Wooden_posts 1
1263079 102 60572 D   60572 Commercial / retail Resturant Gable Contemporary  shop front Timber,Colorbond_sheets Brick,Glass Overhang_pitch,Wooden_posts 1
1263077 104 60572 D   60572 Commercial / retail Resturant Gable Contemporary  shop front Brick,Timber Overhang_pitch,Wooden_posts 1
1211389 91 31300 D   31300 Commercial / retail Retail_shop Parapet Contemporary  shop front Brick Overhang_pitch,Wooden_posts 1
1263076 103 60572 D   60572 Commercial / retail Retail_shop Gable Contemporary  shop front Colorbond_sheets Glass,Brick Overhang_pitch,Wooden_posts 1
1263080 106 60572 D   60572
1243743 95 49143 D   49143
1243744 96 49143 D   49143 Commercial / retail Health,Retail_shop Gable Contemporary  shop front Colorbond_sheets,Timber Brick,Render Overhang_pitch,Wooden_posts 2
1243741 97 49143 D   49143 Commercial / retail Gable Contemporary  shop front Timber,Colorbond_sheets Brick,Glass Overhang_pitch,Wooden_posts 1
1175884 1 10342 D   10342 Residential Health Gable Horizontal emphasis Tin Plasterboard None 1
1243739 98 49143 D   49143 Commercial / retail Retail_shop Gable Contemporary  shop front Timber,Colorbond_sheets Brick,Glass Overhang_pitch,Wooden_posts 1
1243742 99 49143 D   49143 Commercial / retail Resturant Gable Contemporary  shop front Timber,Colorbond_sheets Brick Overhang_pitch 1
1175887 2 10342 D   10342 Residential Residential Gable Horizontal emphasis Colorbond_sheets Weatherboard Overhang_pitch,Wooden_posts 1
1175883 3 10342 D   10342 Vacant 0
1175885 4 10342 D   10342 Residential Residential Hip Vertical emphasis Tin Plasterboard None 1
1175886 5 10342 D   10342 Residential Residential Gable Horizontal emphasis Colorbond_sheets Brick,Weatherboard None 1
1175888 6 10342 D   10342 Vacant 0
1180044 7 13751 D   13751 Residential Residential Gable Horizontal emphasis Tin Brick None 1
1180041 6 13751 D   13751 Residential Residential Hip Horizontal emphasis Colorbond_sheets Plasterboard 1
1180040 5 13751 D   13751 Vacant 0
1180047 4 13751 D   13751 Civic 1
1821363 152 81800 DP  81800 Residential Accommodation_units Gable Horizontal emphasis Tiles,Colorbond_sheets Plasterboard,Render,Brick Overhang_pitch,Metal_posts 2
1262916 16 60476 D   60476 Vacant 0
1262917 17 60476 D   60476 Commercial / retail Retail_shop Flat Contemporary  shop front Tin Glass,Brick Overhang_flat 2
1262922 18 60477 D   60477 Commercial / retail Retail_shop Flat Contemporary  shop front Tin Glass,Brick None 1
1262923 19 60477 D   60477 Commercial / retail Office Flat Contemporary  shop front Glass,Brick Overhang_flat 1
1262919 20 60477 D   60477 Commercial / retail Office Flat Contemporary  shop front Colorbond_sheets Brick,Glass None 1
1262921 24 60477 D   60477
1262918 22 60477 D   60477
1262924 23 60477 D   60477
1262920 21 60477 D   60477
1218153 21 34693 D   34693 Commercial / retail Retail_shop Flat Traditional shop front Tiles Render,Brick,Timber Overhang_flat 2
1218154 20 34693 D   34693 Commercial / retail Office Parapet Traditional shop front Tiles Brick,Cladding,Glass Overhang_flat 1
1218152 19 34693 D   34693 Commercial / retail Office Parapet Traditional shop front Brick,Render,Glass Overhang_flat 1
1218155 18 34693 D   34693 Commercial / retail Office Parapet Traditional shop front Brick,Render,Glass Overhang_flat 1
1255456 12 55935 D   55935 Commercial / retail Office Flat Contemporary  shop front Timber,Cladding,Glass Overhang_flat 1
1255454 11 55935 D   55935 Commercial / retail Retail_shop Parapet Traditional shop front Brick,Plasterboard,Glass Overhang_flat 1
1255455 10 55935 D   55935 Commercial / retail Retail_shop Parapet Traditional shop front Brick,Render None 1
1183786 4 16369 D   16369
1821365 0 222041 DP 222041 Commercial / retail Accommodation_units,Hotel,Resturant Hip Vertical emphasis Colorbond_sheets,Tiles Render,Brick Overhang_pitch,Wooden_posts 3
1183788 6 16369 D   16369 Residential Accommodation_units Gable Vertical emphasis Colorbond_sheets Plasterboard Overhang_pitch 3
1196019 10 23075 D   23075 No building (i.e. park)
1183787 7 16369 D   16369 Residential Residential Gable Vertical emphasis Colorbond_sheets Plasterboard None 1
1183785 8 16369 D   16369 Residential Residential Gable Vertical emphasis Tiles Brick None 1
1183789 9 16369 D   16369 Vacant 0
1181711 3 14914 D   14914 Vacant 0
1623280 59 13258 P   13258 Vacant 0
1623279 58 13258 P   13258 Residential Residential Gable Vertical emphasis Colorbond_sheets Weatherboard None 1
3180773 0 0  Vacant 0
3036788 1 30042 DP  30042 Civic Church Hip Vertical emphasis Colorbond_sheets Glass,Concrete Overhang_pitch 1
3259128 1 35853 SP  35853 Commercial / retail Retail_shop Parapet Contemporary  shop front Brick,Glass Overhang_pitch,Wooden_posts 1
3374924 300 42590 DP  42590 Residential Accommodation_units,Residential Flat Vertical emphasis Colorbond_sheets Concrete,Cladding,Weatherboard,Glass Overhang_flat 6
3557215 311 49190 DP  49190 Vacant 0
3557216 312 49190 DP  49190 Vacant 0
3557217 313 49190 DP  49190 Residential Residential Hip Vertical emphasis Colorbond_sheets Weatherboard,Render,Brick None 1
3557218 314 49190 DP  49190 Vacant 0
3557221 317 49190 DP  49190 Vacant 0
3557222 318 49190 DP  49190 Residential Residential Gable Vertical emphasis Colorbond_sheets Weatherboard Overhang_pitch,Wooden_posts 1
3591722 203 51562 DP  51562 Civic Recreation Gable Colorbond_sheets Limestone Overhang_pitch,Metal_posts 1
3591723 204 51562 DP  51562 Commercial / retail Health,Retail_shop Flat Horizontal emphasis Brick,Glass,Cladding,Plasterboard None 1
3878075 1 56094 SP  56094 Residential Residential,Accommodation_units Gable Vertical emphasis Colorbond_sheets Limestone,Weatherboard,Glass None 18

30052113 151 419200 DP 419200 Commercial / retail Retail_shop,Resturant Gable Contemporary  shop front Colorbond_sheets,Timber Weatherboard,Timber Overhang_pitch 1
Vacant

1175884 1 10342 D   10342 Commercial / retail Retail_shop Hip Horizontal emphasis Colorbond_sheets Plasterboard,Weatherboard Overhang_flat 1



Wall or Facade Material Description Number of feature fixtures or signes Type Features Fixtures or Signs Setbback present Setback use
Cream plasterboard, with white horizontal cladding to bottom of wall 1 Detailing_roof_gable_or_wall Yes Parking,Garden

No

Dark red brown brick with dark render, brown roof tiles, patterning in portico 2 Aerial,Detailing_roof_gable_or_wall Yes Garden
Cream render, timber window frames 1 Aerial Yes Garden
Teal green plasterboard 1 Aerial Yes Garden
Horizontal weatherboard on facade as feature in grey, grey render to other walls 1 Detailing_roof_gable_or_wall Yes Garden
Vertical panels, weatherboard looking cladding in navy blue, dark black/grey features 0 Yes Garden,Parking

Orange brick with light mortar, light render on bottom half of wall. 1 Aerial Yes Garden,Parking
Mostly rendered brick with some plasterboard, but small outdoor area has timber and colorbond 3 Roof_sign,Servicing_boxes Yes Parking
Salmon orange brick with light render, terracotta roof tiles 2 Window_sign,Servicing_boxes Yes Parking,Garden
Salmon brick with dark render, pink salmon roof tiles 0 Yes Garden,Parking
Light blonde yellow brick with light render, brown roof tiles 3 A_frame_sign,Window_sign Yes Parking,Garden
Hardware has yellow render with blue metal sections. Other buildings is salmon / cream brick 9 Window_sign,Awning_sign,Roof_sign Yes Garden
Light cream render, dark grey features, faded terracotta roof 1 Aerial Yes Dining_area,Garden

White plasterboard, light sage green roof and features 2 A_frame_sign,Aerial Yes Garden

White render with sage green highlights 1 Tower Yes Garden
Cream weatherboard 1 Aerial Yes Garden
Light cream coastal brick, teal features 8 Tower,Roof_sign,Window_sign,Aerial,Awning_sign Yes Parking,Seating,Garden

Large front windows, mostly cream plasterboard with brown brick portico 1 Aerial Yes Garden,Parking

Cream rendered brick for old part, dark weatherboard horizontal panels for new dining area 4 Window_sign,A_frame_sign Yes Parking,Dining_area
Red brick with dark render, upper stores is pale cream weatherboard 3 Roof_sign,Window_sign,A_frame_sign,Aerial Yes Garden,Seating

Light yellow salmon brick, light render, green colorbond awnings and features 5 Roof_sign,Window_sign Yes Paving
Majority glazing, dark painted brick 2 Roof_sign,Detailing_roof_gable_or_wall Yes Paving,Dining_area,Parking
Dark salmon brick posts, with timber cladding above the door. Bright orange posts, awning and gable. 3 A_frame_sign,Roof_sign,Detailing_roof_gable_or_wall Yes Parking,Paving,Seating,Dining_area
Dark red / blue brick, dark colorbond verandah 9 Window_sign,Roof_sign,A_frame_sign Yes Parking,Paving
Majority glazing, blue painted brick work. Blue awning and gable. 3 Awning_sign,Detailing_roof_gable_or_wall,Window_sign Yes Parking,Paving

Render in white with navy posts and highlights 3 Roof_sign,Window_sign Yes Parking,Paving
Majority brick, orange pale brick, with some glazing 1 Servicing_boxes Yes Parking,Paving
Plasterboard on front facade in light blue, with some horizontal band detailing 4 Window_sign,A_frame_sign Yes Garden
Glazing with paler orange brown brick 2 Awning_sign,Servicing_boxes Yes Parking,Paving
Dark red brick, green highlights. Gable is navy weatherboard with plastic/glazing feature 1 Awning_sign Yes Parking,Paving
Blue painted weatherboard horizontal 2 Aerial,Detailing_roof_gable_or_wall Yes Garden

Light cream /grey plasterboard Yes Garden
Red weatherboard and brown brick Yes Garden

Dark blue painted brick 1 Detailing_roof_gable_or_wall Yes Garden
Cream coloured 1 Aerial Yes Garden

Yes Garden
80s additions with render, brick and colorbond roof in same colors. Two horizontal line details on original part. 2 Detailing_roof_gable_or_wall,Servicing_boxes Yes Garden,Seating

Brick pillars (white) with majority glazing 1 Window_sign Yes Parking,Garden,Paving
Brick pillars, majority glazing 1 Roof_sign Yes Parking,Paving,Garden
Painted brick pillars 1 Roof_sign Yes Parking,Paving,Garden
Majority glazed, brick painted pillars 1 Roof_sign Yes Parking,Garden,Paving

White render upper, red brick lower, white vertical panels on smaller shopfront 1 Window_sign No
Majority glazing. Dark black render. Glazed wind break window under awning. 1 Window_sign Yes Seating,Paving,Garden
Green render, majority glazing with highlight windows 3 Servicing_boxes,Roof_sign,Window_sign Yes Garden,Paving
Glazing for windows, rendered brick in blue and white 2 Roof_sign,Detailing_roof_gable_or_wall No
Mix of light timber cladding, grey vertical panel cladding and glazing with black highlights 2 Roof_sign,Servicing_boxes Yes Paving,Seating
Painted blue and white brick, small section of plasterboard Yes Garden,Paving
Render in dark blue 1 Roof_sign No

Cream render 9 Awning_sign,Roof_sign,Detailing_roof_gable_or_wall,Servicing_boxes,Aerial Yes Parking,Dining_area,Garden
Cream plasterboard, colour to match hotel building Yes Garden

Cream plasterboard 2 Aerial,Detailing_roof_gable_or_wall Yes Garden
Brown brick, no windows to street 1 Aerial Yes Parking,Garden

Light blue weatherboard 0

Formed cream concrete with yellow window frames, glazing and some stained glass 1 Tower,A_frame_sign Yes Parking
Dark orange brown bricks, dark grey awnings 1 Window_sign Yes Parking,Paving
Concrete formed in cream with impressions, some timber weatherboard cladding as a feature, large panes of glazing 1 Window_sign Yes Garden

Dark grey render features, white horizontal weatherboard 1 Aerial Yes Garden,Parking

Light grey horizontal weatherboard panels 1 Aerial Yes Garden,Parking
Limestone bricks with light render, roof is a green 1 Window_sign Yes Garden,Parking
Vet is painted brick grey and orange, hairdresser is dark grey cladding (metal) on main facade with some plasterboard 5 Window_sign,Detailing_roof_gable_or_wall,Servicing_boxes Yes Seating,Garden
Majority limestone, some blue / grey weatherboard with large glazing 1 Solar_panels Yes Garden,Paving,Dining_area
Blue weatherboard 5 Detailing_roof_gable_or_wall,Roof_sign,Servicing_boxes,A_frame_sign,Awning_sign Yes Paving

Plasterboard on front facade, weatherboard panels to side facades. White/light cream with black highlights. 3 Roof_sign,Servicing_boxes,Window_sign No



Setback details Any fencing Side fence details Any parking Parking details Is Front entry visible
Garden with trees and low plantings, driveway Yes - side Hedge,Not_very_permeable_(i.e._brick_wall),High_(above_eye),Fibro_/_corrugated Yes Car_port,Paved Yes

No No No

Yes - front No No

Trees, garden and rain water tank No Yes Garage,Gravel Yes
Garden mostly visible from street, house oriented to street behind Yes - front and side Low_(knee_or_below),Fibro_/_corrugated,Hedge,Not_very_permeable_(i.e._brick_wall) No No
Lawn and driveway, funky emu statue Yes - front and side High_(above_eye),Fibro_/_corrugated,Medium_(below_eye),Colorbond Yes Gravel Yes
Courtyard fenced garden with mulch and low plants Yes - front and side High_(above_eye),Colorbond,Not_very_permeable_(i.e._brick_wall) Yes Bitumen Yes
Driveway and garden, mulch with low natives Yes - front and side Not_very_permeable_(i.e._brick_wall),Colorbond Yes Garage,Bitumen Yes

Driveway and lawn Yes - side Fibro_/_corrugated,Not_very_permeable_(i.e._brick_wall),Medium_(below_eye),High_(above_eye) Yes Bitumen Yes
Petrol area and lawn Yes - side Not_very_permeable_(i.e._brick_wall),High_(above_eye),Colorbond Yes Bitumen Yes
Lawn with palm trees, driveway and car bay Yes - front and side High_(above_eye),Not_very_permeable_(i.e._brick_wall),Colorbond Yes Bitumen No
Driveway and terraced garden and verandah Yes - front and side High_(above_eye),Metal,Not_very_permeable_(i.e._brick_wall),Fibro_/_corrugated,Colorbond Yes Bitumen,Garage Yes
Parking area for office, garden for accom units Yes - front and side High_(above_eye),Not_very_permeable_(i.e._brick_wall),Hedge,Brick Yes Paved Yes
Garden plantings No Yes Parking_lot Yes
Garden, but also an adapted bus as a restaurant and alfresco dining experience (pizza and wildfire meats) Yes - front and side Medium_(below_eye),Fibro_/_corrugated,Hedge,Not_very_permeable_(i.e._brick_wall) Yes Concrete_ Yes

No No No
Lawn and plantings Yes - front and side High_(above_eye),Colorbond,Fibro_/_corrugated,Not_very_permeable_(i.e._brick_wall) Yes Bitumen Yes

No No No
No No No

Community garden with trees, a sign, benches, lawn Yes - side High_(above_eye),Fibro_/_corrugated,Not_very_permeable_(i.e._brick_wall) Yes Bitumen Yes
Lawned areas and garden Yes - front and side High_(above_eye),Moderately_permeable_(i.e._half_solid_half_permeable),Timber Yes Dirt Yes
Small garden bed, bench, mostly driveway and petrol tanks Yes - front and side Low_(knee_or_below),Not_very_permeable_(i.e._brick_wall),Brick Yes 45_degree_bays,Bitumen Yes

No No No
Driveway and garden with lawn and trees Yes - front and side High_(above_eye),Not_very_permeable_(i.e._brick_wall),Colorbond Yes Dirt Yes

No No No
Dining area alfresco deck, wooden with blue painted posts, parking in front of shop No Yes Right_angle_bays,Parking_lot,Bitumen Yes
Garden areas with shrubs mulch rocks some trees and seating area Yes - front and side Low_(knee_or_below),Very_permeable_(i.e.glass,_panels_with_gaps,_pickets),Timber Yes Bitumen Yes

No No No
No No No

Paving under awning No No Yes
Mostly parking lot, but a portion is alfresco dining on the paved area, spilling out amongst some tree stumps and greenery No Yes Parking_lot,45_degree_bays,Bitumen Yes
Mostly parking lot, with the paved area used as part of the alfresco dining area No Yes 45_degree_bays,Bitumen,Parking_lot Yes

Yes - side Low_(knee_or_below),Brick,Hedge,Not_very_permeable_(i.e._brick_wall) Yes Bitumen,45_degree_bays,Parking_lot Yes
Planter box No Yes Parking_lot,45_degree_bays,Bitumen Yes

Also 3x planter boxes Yes - side Low_(knee_or_below),Not_very_permeable_(i.e._brick_wall),Brick,Hedge Yes Parking_lot,Bitumen,45_degree_bays Yes
2x planter boxes No Yes 45_degree_bays,Parking_lot,Bitumen Yes
Garden, albeit sunken from the street, large pine tree Yes - front and side High_(above_eye),Not_very_permeable_(i.e._brick_wall),Brick Yes Parking_lot,Bitumen Yes
Also 2x garden boxes No Yes Parking_lot,45_degree_bays,Bitumen Yes
Also a tourist info bus stop, bike racks Yes - side High_(above_eye),Timber,Not_very_permeable_(i.e._brick_wall) Yes Parking_lot,45_degree_bays,Bitumen Yes
Lawn, driveway, garden Yes - side Limestone,Colorbond,Not_very_permeable_(i.e._brick_wall),High_(above_eye) Yes Bitumen,Garage No

Yes - side Low_(knee_or_below),Limestone
Trees, mulch, obstructing the house No Yes Concrete_ No
Dirt, trees, driveway No Yes Car_port,Dirt No

No No
Open lawn with tree and smaller plantings Yes - side Low_(knee_or_below),Not_very_permeable_(i.e._brick_wall),Fibro_/_corrugated Yes Concrete_ Yes
Lawn and hedge and plantings Yes - front and side Low_(knee_or_below),Not_very_permeable_(i.e._brick_wall),Fibro_/_corrugated Yes Bitumen,Garage Yes

Yes Dirt,Gravel No
Trees and dirt
Lawn and path with some vegetation / bushes. Yes - front and side Medium_(below_eye),Stone No Yes

Yes - front No No
Bitumen parking, pavement and small garden bed No Yes Right_angle_bays,Bitumen Yes
Bitumen parking, pavement and small garden bed No Yes Bitumen,Right_angle_bays Yes
Bitumen parking, pavement and small garden bed No Yes Bitumen,Right_angle_bays Yes
Bitumen parking, pavement and small garden bed No Yes Right_angle_bays,Bitumen Yes

No No Yes
Planter box, paving and tables under awning No No Yes
Paving and garden bed under the awning No Yes

No No Yes
Paving under overhang No No Yes
Tiny planter boxes, very small set back approx 0.5-1m No No Yes

No No Yes

Drive through bottle shop, storage (palettes and ice box), outdoor dining area, small garden covered in ivy, lawn, parking, terracotta boxes Yes - front Yes 45_degree_bays,Paved Yes
Lawn garden area, driveway, path Yes - side Concrete,Timber,Not_very_permeable_(i.e._brick_wall),Hedge Yes Gravel No

Fenced lawn Yes - front Yes Gravel No
Driveway and lawn Yes - side Medium_(below_eye),Hedge,Moderately_permeable_(i.e._half_solid_half_permeable),Metal,Timber Yes Car_port,Concrete_ No

No No No
No No No
Yes - front Yes Gravel
Yes - front No No

No No
 Some paved parking, mostly landscaped and ad hoc garden No Yes Parking_lot,Paved Yes

No Yes 45_degree_bays,Parking_lot,Bitumen Yes
Fenced private courtyard gardens Yes - front and side Medium_(below_eye),Concrete,Very_permeable_(i.e.glass,_panels_with_gaps,_pickets) No Yes

No No No
No No No

Driveway and garden Yes - side Limestone,Colorbond,High_(above_eye),Not_very_permeable_(i.e._brick_wall) Yes Garage,Paved Yes
No No No
No No No

Garden Yes - front and side High_(above_eye),Not_very_permeable_(i.e._brick_wall),Colorbond Yes Garage,Paved Yes
Parking lot, setback to toilet block has a tree, mulch and power box Yes - side High_(above_eye),Fibro_/_corrugated,Not_very_permeable_(i.e._brick_wall) Yes Parking_lot Yes
Elevated timber deck and ramps to access building. Small area of garden bed. Yes - front and side Hedge,Not_very_permeable_(i.e._brick_wall),High_(above_eye) Yes Bitumen,45_degree_bays Yes
Courtyards with low vegetation, decking and paving. Yes - front and side Limestone,Concrete,Medium_(below_eye),High_(above_eye) Yes Bitumen No
Paving under the awning No No Yes

No No Yes



Front Entry Details Entrance other Building siting and orientation Building height No of storeys Age of Building Front Fence Details CreationDate *
Highlighted_by_materials_or_colours,Portico Middle_of_lot Sunken Late 20th Century (80s-90s) 14/3/2022 8:27

14/3/2022 8:27

14/3/2022 8:27
14/3/2022 8:27

Portico Side_of_lot,Middle_of_lot Sunken 1 Late 20th Century (80s-90s) 14/3/2022 8:27
Back_of_lot_(large_setback) Elevated 1 Early 21st Century / contemporary Medium_(below_eye),Very_permeable_(i.e.glass,_panels_with_gaps,_pickets),Metal,Gate 14/3/2022 8:27

Recessed_,Highlighted_by_materials_or_colours Back_of_lot_(large_setback),Side_of_lot Elevated 1 Post-war (1945-1950s) Low_(knee_or_below),Very_permeable_(i.e.glass,_panels_with_gaps,_pickets),Timber 14/3/2022 8:27
Recessed_ Side_of_lot,Full_coverage Flush with the street 1 Early 21st Century / contemporary Timber,Medium_(below_eye),Moderately_permeable_(i.e._half_solid_half_permeable) 14/3/2022 8:27
Recessed_,Highlighted_by_materials_or_colours Middle_of_lot Elevated 1 Early 21st Century / contemporary Low_(knee_or_below),Limestone,Not_very_permeable_(i.e._brick_wall) 14/3/2022 8:27

14/3/2022 8:27
Highlighted_by_materials_or_colours Middle_of_lot Elevated 1 Early 21st Century / contemporary 14/3/2022 8:27

Middle_of_lot Elevated 2 Mid Century 14/3/2022 8:27
Side_of_lot,Front_of_lot_(little_setback,_with_room_at_rear) Elevated 1 Late 20th Century (80s-90s) Brick,Metal,High_(above_eye),Moderately_permeable_(i.e._half_solid_half_permeable) 14/3/2022 8:27

Recessed_,Highlighted_by_materials_or_colours Back_of_lot_(large_setback),Side_of_lot Elevated 1 Post-war (1945-1950s) Low_(knee_or_below),Stone,Not_very_permeable_(i.e._brick_wall),Hedge 14/3/2022 8:27
Highlighted_by_materials_or_colours,Portico Side_of_lot,Front_of_lot_(little_setback,_with_room_at_rear) Elevated 2 Late 20th Century (80s-90s) High_(above_eye),Moderately_permeable_(i.e._half_solid_half_permeable),Brick,Timber,Stone 14/3/2022 8:27
Highlighted_by_materials_or_colours Full_coverage,Side_of_lot,Front_of_lot_(little_setback,_with_room_at_rear) Flush with the street 1 Late 20th Century (80s-90s) 14/3/2022 8:27
Portico,Recessed_ Middle_of_lot,Back_of_lot_(large_setback),Side_of_lot Elevated 1 Mid Century Low_(knee_or_below),Stone,Not_very_permeable_(i.e._brick_wall) 14/3/2022 8:27

14/3/2022 8:27
Recessed_,Highlighted_by_materials_or_colours Middle_of_lot,Side_of_lot Elevated 1 Medium_(below_eye),Hedge,Not_very_permeable_(i.e._brick_wall),Concrete 14/3/2022 8:27

14/3/2022 8:27
14/3/2022 8:27

Highlighted_by_materials_or_colours Middle_of_lot,Side_of_lot Elevated 1 14/3/2022 8:27
Portico Middle_of_lot Elevated 1 Post-war (1945-1950s) Medium_(below_eye),Not_very_permeable_(i.e._brick_wall),Brick 14/3/2022 8:27
Highlighted_by_materials_or_colours Middle_of_lot,Back_of_lot_(large_setback) Flush with the street 1 Late 20th Century (80s-90s) Low_(knee_or_below),Not_very_permeable_(i.e._brick_wall),Brick 14/3/2022 8:27

14/3/2022 8:27
14/3/2022 8:27

Portico,Highlighted_by_materials_or_colours Back_of_lot_(large_setback),Middle_of_lot Flush with the street 1 Post-war (1945-1950s) Medium_(below_eye),Moderately_permeable_(i.e._half_solid_half_permeable),Timber 14/3/2022 8:27
14/3/2022 8:27

Recessed_,Portico Full_coverage Elevated 1 Post-war (1945-1950s) 14/3/2022 8:27
Recessed_ Middle_of_lot Sunken 2 Late 20th Century (80s-90s) Metal,Timber,Moderately_permeable_(i.e._half_solid_half_permeable),Medium_(below_eye) 14/3/2022 8:27

14/3/2022 8:27
14/3/2022 8:27
14/3/2022 8:27

Recessed_,Highlighted_by_materials_or_colours Front_of_lot_(little_setback,_with_room_at_rear),Full_coverage Flush with the street 1 Late 20th Century (80s-90s) 14/3/2022 8:27
Highlighted_by_materials_or_colours Full_coverage,Middle_of_lot Flush with the street 1 Late 20th Century (80s-90s) 14/3/2022 8:27

Full_coverage,Middle_of_lot Flush with the street 1 Late 20th Century (80s-90s) 14/3/2022 8:27
Recessed_ Full_coverage,Middle_of_lot Flush with the street 1 Late 20th Century (80s-90s) 14/3/2022 8:27

Full_coverage,Middle_of_lot Flush with the street 1 Late 20th Century (80s-90s) 14/3/2022 8:27
14/3/2022 8:27
14/3/2022 8:27

Highlighted_by_materials_or_colours Full_coverage,Middle_of_lot Flush with the street 1 Late 20th Century (80s-90s) 14/3/2022 8:27
Highlighted_by_materials_or_colours Full_coverage,Middle_of_lot Flush with the street 1 Late 20th Century (80s-90s) 14/3/2022 8:27
Recessed_,Portico Front_of_lot_(little_setback,_with_room_at_rear),Side_of_lot,Back_of_lot_(large_setback) Flush with the street 2 Post-war (1945-1950s) Medium_(below_eye),Timber,Moderately_permeable_(i.e._half_solid_half_permeable) 14/3/2022 8:27
Highlighted_by_materials_or_colours Full_coverage,Middle_of_lot Flush with the street 1 Late 20th Century (80s-90s) 14/3/2022 8:27
Recessed_,Highlighted_by_materials_or_colours Middle_of_lot,Full_coverage Flush with the street 1 Late 20th Century (80s-90s) 14/3/2022 8:27

Middle_of_lot Flush with the street 2 Early 21st Century / contemporary 14/3/2022 8:27
14/3/2022 8:27

Middle_of_lot Elevated 1 Post-war (1945-1950s) 14/3/2022 8:27
Middle_of_lot,Back_of_lot_(large_setback) Elevated 2 Late 20th Century (80s-90s) 14/3/2022 8:27

14/3/2022 8:27
Recessed_,Highlighted_by_materials_or_colours Middle_of_lot,Side_of_lot Elevated 1 Mid Century 14/3/2022 8:27
Recessed_ Middle_of_lot Elevated 1 Post-war (1945-1950s) Medium_(below_eye),Colorbond,Not_very_permeable_(i.e._brick_wall),Gate 14/3/2022 8:27

14/3/2022 8:27
14/3/2022 8:27

Highlighted_by_materials_or_colours Middle_of_lot,Back_of_lot_(large_setback) Elevated 1 Post-war (1945-1950s) Low_(knee_or_below),Stone,Not_very_permeable_(i.e._brick_wall) 14/3/2022 8:27
Low_(knee_or_below),Timber,Metal,Brick,Moderately_permeable_(i.e._half_solid_half_permeable) 14/3/2022 8:27

Full_coverage,Front_of_lot_(little_setback,_with_room_at_rear) Elevated 1 Late 20th Century (80s-90s) 14/3/2022 8:27
Full_coverage,Front_of_lot_(little_setback,_with_room_at_rear) Flush with the street 1 Late 20th Century (80s-90s) 14/3/2022 8:27

Highlighted_by_materials_or_colours Full_coverage,Middle_of_lot Flush with the street 1 Late 20th Century (80s-90s) 14/3/2022 8:27
Other No signage Back_of_lot_(large_setback),Full_coverage Flush with the street 1 Late 20th Century (80s-90s) 14/3/2022 8:27

14/3/2022 8:27
14/3/2022 8:27
14/3/2022 8:27
14/3/2022 8:27

Recessed_ Full_coverage,Front_of_lot_(little_setback,_with_room_at_rear) Elevated 1 Post-war (1945-1950s) 14/3/2022 8:27
Highlighted_by_materials_or_colours Full_coverage,Front_of_lot_(little_setback,_with_room_at_rear) Flush with the street 1 Post-war (1945-1950s) 14/3/2022 8:27

Full_coverage,Front_of_lot_(little_setback,_with_room_at_rear) Flush with the street 1 Post-war (1945-1950s) 14/3/2022 8:27
Highlighted_by_materials_or_colours Full_coverage,Front_of_lot_(little_setback,_with_room_at_rear) Flush with the street 1 Inter-war(1918-1940) 14/3/2022 8:27

Full_coverage,Front_of_lot_(little_setback,_with_room_at_rear) Flush with the street 1 Mid Century 14/3/2022 8:27
Highlighted_by_materials_or_colours Full_coverage Flush with the street 1 Post-war (1945-1950s) 14/3/2022 8:27
Highlighted_by_materials_or_colours Front_of_lot_(little_setback,_with_room_at_rear),Full_coverage Flush with the street 1 Post-war (1945-1950s) 14/3/2022 8:27

14/3/2022 8:27
Portico Front_of_lot_(little_setback,_with_room_at_rear),Middle_of_lot Elevated 2 Late 20th Century (80s-90s) Low_(knee_or_below),Brick,Not_very_permeable_(i.e._brick_wall) 14/3/2022 8:27

Back_of_lot_(large_setback),Middle_of_lot Flush with the street 1 Post-war (1945-1950s) 14/3/2022 8:27
14/3/2022 8:27

Front_of_lot_(little_setback,_with_room_at_rear),Middle_of_lot Elevated 1 Post-war (1945-1950s) Timber,Hedge,Medium_(below_eye),Not_very_permeable_(i.e._brick_wall) 14/3/2022 8:27
Middle_of_lot Flush with the street 1 Late 20th Century (80s-90s) 14/3/2022 8:27

14/3/2022 8:27
14/3/2022 8:27

Low_(knee_or_below),Brick 14/3/2022 8:27
Back_of_lot_(large_setback) Sunken 2 Early 21st Century / contemporary Hedge 14/3/2022 8:27

14/3/2022 8:27
Portico,Highlighted_by_materials_or_colours Middle_of_lot Flush with the street 2 Late 20th Century (80s-90s) 14/3/2022 8:27
Recessed_,Highlighted_by_materials_or_colours Full_coverage,Middle_of_lot Flush with the street 1 Late 20th Century (80s-90s) 14/3/2022 8:27

Full_coverage,Middle_of_lot Elevated 2 Early 21st Century / contemporary High_(above_eye),Moderately_permeable_(i.e._half_solid_half_permeable),Concrete,Timber 14/3/2022 8:27
14/3/2022 8:27
14/3/2022 8:27

Portico,Recessed_ Middle_of_lot Flush with the street 1 Early 21st Century / contemporary 14/3/2022 8:27
14/3/2022 8:27
14/3/2022 8:27

Highlighted_by_materials_or_colours Front_of_lot_(little_setback,_with_room_at_rear),Full_coverage Flush with the street 1 Early 21st Century / contemporary Medium_(below_eye),Moderately_permeable_(i.e._half_solid_half_permeable),Timber 14/3/2022 8:27
Recessed_ Side_of_lot,Front_of_lot_(little_setback,_with_room_at_rear) Elevated 1 Early 21st Century / contemporary 14/3/2022 8:27
Recessed_,Highlighted_by_materials_or_colours Middle_of_lot,Front_of_lot_(little_setback,_with_room_at_rear) Elevated 1 Mid Century Very_permeable_(i.e.glass,_panels_with_gaps,_pickets),Timber,Metal,High_(above_eye) 14/3/2022 8:27

Full_coverage,Back_of_lot_(large_setback) Elevated 2 Early 21st Century / contemporary Medium_(below_eye),Limestone,Very_permeable_(i.e.glass,_panels_with_gaps,_pickets),Timber,Gate 14/3/2022 8:27
Recessed_ Front_of_lot_(little_setback,_with_room_at_rear),Side_of_lot Elevated 1 Early 21st Century / contemporary 14/3/2022 8:27

18/3/2022 3:10
Highlighted_by_materials_or_colours Full_coverage,Front_of_lot_(little_setback,_with_room_at_rear) Flush with the street 1 Post-war (1945-1950s) 23/3/2022 3:05
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elementwa 20/3/2022 1:30 bronwyn.slater_elementwa
elementwa 18/3/2022 10:33 bronwyn.slater_elementwa
elementwa 18/3/2022 10:58 bronwyn.slater_elementwa
taylor.goddard_elementwa 21/3/2022 7:28 elementwa
elementwa 23/3/2022 3:06 elementwa
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